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.R9thblatt Speaks for Law Day
Speaking in front of a sparse
audience, . Henry Rothblatt,
noted trial attorney, expanded
his talk from the topic "Right to ·
Privacy" to "The Role of the
Young Lawyer in Trial Advocacy" as the focus of School
portion of Law Day.
Noting some of the historic
changes that are shaping the.
field of Criminal Law and· advocary today, Mr. Rothblatt
emphasized the importance of
Constitutional protection for
the accused.
Mr. Rothblatt feels that the
entire process from arrest to
conviction raises constitutional
principles.
The Gideon vs Wainright
decision made it possible for
every person in a felony case to
obtain counsel, society is now
expected to provide the int---~--digent a competent attorney
and if none is provided, the
court has vio lated the Sixth
Amendment. This privi lege is
now extended to misdemeanors.
The effects of this decision has
been to greatly en large the
cr iminal law field. Young
lawyers have gone into Legal
Aid, Public Defenders, and
various poverty gro ups
organ izations which did not
exi st twen ty year sago. .
In 1961, Knapp vs Ohio,
another U.S. Supreme Court
ruling held that' unless a search
warrant was obtained upon
probably cause, any arrest of
such entry was un lawful and invalid. Moreover , evidence from
such en try must be suppressed.
This exclusionary rule applies
to any arresting officer Local,
State or
Federal.
Noncompliance is a direct impingement of the constitutional
rights , of the accused as is
grounds for throwing case out
of court.
Trying in the current
Watergate Trial to the "~ight of
Privacy" , Mr . Rothblatt
discussed the delicate balance
of the attorney-client relation
which
was
seriously
threathened , supposed to appear
before the Grand Jury , the attorney who tried to bail the
Watergate four was questioned
about his relati o nship to them.
Under a threat of contempt, he
refused to speak pleading the
6th amendmen ts protection
against harassment of attorney
and client. Mr. Rothblatt underscoring the significance of
this shield , wrote an amicus·
brief on what is attorney-client
priviledge prior to being
retained as counsel for the
Watefl!ate defendants.
Rothblatt is disturbed by the
practice of many judges in
failing to quash supoenas to
force reporters to uisclose their
sources of information . When

reporters refuse to testify they
are subject to jai-J sentences for
contempt, which completely
ignores the constitutional issue
of First Amendment protectio_n
for the press. Citing Judge
Richie as an exception, Mr.
Rothblatt pointed out that in
Civil Suit now pending by the
D.M.C against the Committee
for Reelection of -the President ,
Judge Richie quashed the
supeo)1as of the New York
Times and Washington Post
reporters' notes and records on'
the theory than the First Amendment is . more essential to
preserving freedom than the
evidence that could be gotten
from the reporters. The abuse of
the subpoena power of the
courts should be not be permitted to whittle away not only the
attorney-client relation , but the
freedom of the press .
"C riminal advocacy must
bear in mind that we are undertaking an attack on bureaucratic
institutions." Rothblatt said
"Frankly it is the young lawyers
who has broken ihe ground."
Using F. Lee Bailey as an
example,
Mr.
Rothblatt
remarked that it takes the
imagination of a young lawyer
to correct' injustice. Young
lawyers are not just satisfied
with what old precedents hame
said, are the law. They are
asking as they go into court
"What is justice, what is the
right thing to do ."
A landmark of due process
was the U.S. Supreme Court
Case. Brady vs. Maryland which
held that the withholding of
certain material evigence at a
murder trial which tends to exculpate or even to minimize
punishment by the prosecutor is
a violation of due process-of the
accused under the 14th amendment. The result of this
monumental decision is that if a
pre-trial motion is sustained ,
the prosecutor must turn over
any evidence in his possession
that will assist the defense counsel "A trial is not just a game of
combat." " Prosecutor must turn
over evidence so the truth will
be brought out."
Broader discovery rules, for
criminal cases have on Iy been
enacted in a few states.
Maryland and New York
however have a long way to go.
Jury selection is another
aspect of proced ure which
needs improvements in order to
achieve a fair trial. Voir Dire
rules of most states tend to
follow federal procedur e,
leaving most questi oning to the
discretion of the judge. This
means that the judge does most
of the questioning. Liberal Voir'
Dire not permitted dispite the
admonition of the Sheppard

case that one vital determinant
of a fair trial is direct
questioning by counsel of
potential jurors.
A trial advocate must do
more than indicate rights of
clients, he or she must vindicate
and pursue principles as well. A
defendant is not always
presumed innocent but guilty .
from the moment he is arrested
or indicted. A hurdle must be
surmounted in dealing with
judges and juries that defendant
is entitled to be considered innocent. A trial advocate must
respectfully remind. the judge
that he is the arbitrator and
refered in matters of principles
of evidence and law . The judge
has not right to play ad vocate.
Rothblatt believes that his
role as defense lawyer is to see
constitutional principles to a
fair and impartial trial are
protected against the improper
conduct of police, police witnesses , prosecutors and even
judges. " ... if I do anything less
than raise every objection , improper co nduct of anybody in
this courtroom to whittle away
co nstitutional rights of my
client , he. is being denied effective assistance of counsel under
the six·th amendment and I
don 't belong in this courtroom .....
Mr. Rothblatt concluded that
if o ne does become a trial
lawyer that he or she is protecting the very liberties our constitution was founded on "I invite you to join with us this
Great cadse of protecting the
rights of the accused and in enjoying pleasures of vigorous ad vocacy.

U. of B .

State School ?
by
Alan V. Cecil

Pending signature by the
Governor, Senate Bill 586 will
mandate that the University of
Baltimore become a State University in 1975.
Major reasons for the change
were the increased services of
the University to the metropolitan Baltimore area, a job that
one Senate leader had been
sorely neglected by the University of Maryland . The need for
greater state financial support
became a paramount necessity
with the increased burdens of a
beefed-up academic staff for
both the undergrad uat e co liege
and the Law School.
Late Wednesday (April 4) as
one of the last voting actions of
the day, the House affirmative
action on the bill which for affirmative action on the bill
which had cleared the Senate a
week earlier. By a vote of 105
for the bill, 29 not voting, and
eight in the negative , the bill
passed tlie 3rd reader and was
sent to the Senate for reconfirmation. Two amendments were
added in the House changed
two discretionary vers "may" to
the mandatory "shalL "

Several legislators in both
chambers commented most favor ably on the positive and persistent lobbying effort by University President H. Mebane
Turner, who literally paced the
bill into life' during the last two
weeks of the session.
After its introduction early in
February by Senate President
William hmes, the bill sat for
almost a- Illonth in the Senate
Finance Committee whi Ie technical and substantive amendments were made. The most significant amendments were the
eliminatien of the first two
years of the undergrad uate co lIege and the full assimi lation of
the University'S Board of Trustees in to the State Co liege Sys tem. In 1975. the school becomes a state university.
The bill was submitted to the
Maryland Council for Higher
Education for a straw vo te during its long hi atus in the Senate
Finance Committee. The council , which recommended some
cf the amendments, passed the
substance of the bill by a vote of
eight to one. The only dissenting vote belonged to Johns
Hopkins University, which lobbied act ively against the bill un til the final vote was taken in
the House of Delegates.
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The Regulation of Securities
by Keith Matney
In December of 1919, an
Italian immigrant nam.e d
-Charles Ponzi began operation
of his Securities and Exchange
Company by mailing a prospectus to potential "investors."
The prospectus contained a "get
rich quick" proposal whereby
. the public was invited to lend
their cash to Ponzi on a promise
that they would get their money
back in 45 days with 50 per
cent interest. If they chose . to
make a loan for 90 days, they
would get their money back ,
doubled.
By August 1920, some
30,000 people had invested
over 9.5 million dollars in
Ponzi's scheme. In May alone,
2.5 million dollars was paid for
45 and 90 day notes. Hund 'reds
of people lined up daily outside
Ponzi's Boston office, so that by
the end of that month he was
taking in over $500,000 a day
and paying out $200,000 a day.
Ponzi's secret? A simple game
of manipulating "international
reply coupons," he an nounced.
Company agen ts would purchase the coupons in foreign
countries for as little as one
cent each. The coupons could

then be exchanged at any U.S.
post office for a six-cent postage
stamp.
In fact, the company was not
investing in coupons at all.
Ponzi's scheme simply involved
taking in money faster than he
was paying off. The scheme
failed when Ponzi was convicted of mail fraud, jailed, and
subsequently deported.
Although the inve3ting public
may have acquired a degree of
sophistication which it lacked in
the 20's, "easy money" schemes
continually induce speculators
to part with their cash. Pyramid
sales programs and tax shelter
investments in natural resources
and real. estate proliferate, despite state and Federal securities regulation and other consumer protectiQn laws.
An investing scheme currently in vogue is the sale of
"commodity options" which
promise great returns without
the risks inherent in ordinary
"commodity futures." Investors
in commodity futures tr.ade
contracts promising to buy or
sell future crops of commodities
at a future date at · an agreed
price, risking that prices will

rise or fall to their advantage in
the meantime. An option, however, is on Iy the right to buy or
sell a commodities futures contract at a fixed price within a
specified period of ti.me. Consequen tly, the in vestor's risk is
limited to the cost of the option.
Although purchase of such
options is a speculative venture
'at best, the !investor-speculator
does have a chance to realize a
considerable gain on his investment, provided that the option
firm can back up the option.
However, the current fashion in
the U.S. is to market "naked"
options which the firms do not
back up by either investing in
futures contracts or in commodities inventories themselves .
Consequently, the purchaser of
a "naked" option is dependent
on the option firm's assets as the
sole source of any realizable
profit. As an article in Business
.Week recently observed, "the
firms are gambling that their
hefty premium income will offset any losses they sustain when
options are exercised at a
profit."
Widespread marketing of
such "naked" options has

prompted several recen t attempts by state and . federal
securities regulators to provide
some sort of investor protection. Securities regulation of
commodity options is hampered, however, by the fact that
commodity futures themselves
historically have not been regulated by the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC). AI~
though not expressly exempted
from the Federal Securities
Acts, they have been regulated
instead by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture pursuant to the'
Federal' Commodities Exchange
Act.
Despite the de facto exemption which futures contracts
have enjoyed, 'a persuasive argu-

ment exists suggesting that
Commodity options can be classified as securities and hence,
subject to regulation. Although
varying in tactical approach, the
Maryland Securities Commissioner, the California Commissioner of Corporations, and the
SEC have in itiated a series of
independent actions in recent
weeks to subject the offering
and sale of commodity options
to securities law requirements.
Relying on the broad definition of "security" as used in the
Federal Securities Act of 1933
and in the state Blue Sky Laws,
the regulators argued that an
option is a security in the form
of an "investment contract ,"
separate and apart from the
right which underlies it.
Acting on this basic premise,
the Maryland Commissioner of
Securities, Ronald M. Shapiro,
recently brought an action in
the Baltimore County Circuit
Court against First Federated
Commodity Trust Corporation
of Towson and its promoters.
Mr. Shapiro sought an ex parle
injunction against continued
operations of the firm on the

(Continued on page 14)

Excedrin Headaches for Consumer Movement
I

by John C, Axel
Have a headache? T'a ke aspirin; doctors recommend
aspirin for headache pain. But
this headache is coupled with
nervous tension - better take
Excedrin since Excedrin relieves a headache with tension
and anxiety. Well, wait a minute. Maybe the best thing to
take would be the great headache, tension and anxiety reliever that works twice as fast ,as
aspirin or other well-known
and relied upon pain relievers,
Bufferin. Slow down; isn't it
really a minor pain problem?
Yes, that's right; it only hurts a
little. Better take Bayer. Bayer
is more effective for relief of
minor pain than any other
aspirin tablet. Oh, ino! I can't
sleep. Now I'm sure what to do
- NyQuil - helps you sleep .
easy and feel better in the
morning. If I take my NyQuil
and my Bayer - no, wait a minute, hold on - not Bayer, but
wait, "Da Da Da Da," Van.quish . That's it the big "V" Van- '
quish. No, not yet , give me a
minute to think. I've got it, right
on1l - Anacin. Anacin is more
effective for pain relief than
plain aspirin. No, this is not the
lighter side of today's society
but the fraudulent side. The side
filled (closely associated), indeed bloated, with misrepresentation, deceit , cheating,
stealing and the popular business oriented "half-truth."
Recently, the Federal Trade
Commission woke up. It accused makers of the most popular aspirin products of fake and
misleading advertising and said
that all advertising of such
products cease for two years unless our friends in need promise
to devote 25 per cent of future
advertisements to admitting
their prior ads were not quite
the " truth , the whole truth and
nothing but the truth." (Proceedings in regard to this are
pending and this is not intended
to give a conclusory effect.)
Since the topic is being discussed, let's not forget our good
,d friend, "Korvettes." Yes ,
would you believe it! "Korvettes" was found to have been

about 5% short of the adverof these recover'ies involved gram administered by the State sion of an automobile dealer's
tised amountof their 'o wn brand
ampunts of less than $50. This Board of Agriculture.
license for failure to adhere to
The
named aspirin. Don.'t worry
functiqn of mediation is business of debt adjusting,
warranties or guarantees, as
about it because it was purely an
coupled wilh that of "general 'which in past attracted many of - well as the restriction on use of
oversight, an unintentional miscounsel" for the poor ~lI1d low- our scoundrels, has been prophony games and prizes in
take, and no malicious intent to
income consume'rs for ",hom it hibited. Another shady area
dealer promotions, and, more
defraud existed. If you call is impossible to obtain legal ad- ' which has been brought to Ijght .recently, the new unit pricing
"Korvettes," the personnel will yice or retain an attorney to
law which is in effect in only
is that of referral selling. The
assure you of this. And, just to represent them in thei r efforts
one other state in the nation.
most gullible and least educated
prove the good faith and desire to recov«rJ.ather small amounts
are, of course, the ones upon
for fair dealing Korvettes is of money.
,As the new year puShes f6rwhom such evils are perpetrated
going to give us all a 10% overward the consumer division is
but this deceptive practice,
fill to make up for the short
also pushing forward by trying
which induced citizens to enter
bottles we bought for who
Consumer legislation is into longer term contracts for
to supplemen tits presen tly
knows how long before our
rapidly progressing to the foreexisting injunctive power with
products they either did not
friend, and I mean our true
front as the Maryland legisla- really want or need, has been
subpoena power. Without subfriend, the Consumer Protecture continues to get to the made illegal. Maryland was one
poena power investigation it is
tion Division of the Attorney
source of the decay' of the faith
very difficult, time consuming
of the first states to place limitaGeneral's Office, uncovered this
in the business community. tions upon the indiscriminate
and the fruits of such investigagross problem . Admittedly, it is Consumer protection received
tion offer a much less noticesending of unsolicited credit
minor compared to some of the
support from the legislature in cards. One year later the Fed- - able impact upon the body
other schemes which are around
the field of unordered merchan- eral Trade Commission outp_olitic. The Consumer Protecbut at least finally someone is
dise so that a citizen receiving lawed the sen ding of these
tion Division emphasizes good
doing something about it. The
unordered merchandise through cards. Other legislation includes
faith, fair dealing~ndequity and
Consumer Protection Division
the mail is under no obligation . the new landlord-tenant laws
until our business community
does not protect through the. to return it and in addition is on security deposits, the 1970
shows what it is really made of
newspaper, It is a real action
under no civil liability for its "bumper crop" legislation inour free enterprise system will
program which hand les over. monetary value . .The much cl.ud ing most sign ifican tly · the
be in jeopardy. So, remember
.2,000 complaints, inquiries,
neglected area of meat inspec- 72-hour cooling-off period folkeep a wary eye, don't sign anyand requests for assistance every ' tion has been investigated and lowing a home-solicited sale,
thing you can't read, and most
week. Often investigators go' out
now Maryland has a compre- the Odometer setback bill which
important, after you have
into ' the streets and among the
hensive meat inspection pro- includes revocation or, suspensigned, take an Excedrin!
consumers to prove that more
than talking about it is being
done. The Maryland legislature
created the office in 1969 and
already there 'are selected areas
Please enter my subscription to the
in the ghettos to han (!.Ie the
hard-core complaints ; consumer protection discussions
and lectures are held in local
high schools; courses are offered ' on this up and coming
field of law and society in Baltimore City schools; regular visits
are made to Fort George Meade
to assist servicemen and their
families. Naturally, the age-old
problem of finances puts a
straitjacket around the full potential of the field but this problem is somewhat alleviated by
college work-study plans.
I
The most obvious hope of the
I " ISSUED MONTHL'!..
Please send all subscriptions
defrauded consumer is to get his
Rates : (Check onel
Annual 0
and requests for back issues to:
Standing 0
$3,50
$3.00 .
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by

HARVEY JOEL SLOVIS

It has made me very disconsolate that my
last article has to revolve around the political arena. President Nixon after his one
sided victory in the election opined that
1973 would be one of the best years of oUf
lives. If this is the best year I wouldn't want
to see the worst.
Firstly, the inflationary trend gripping this
country is not only amazing but it is downright frightening. Never in my life have I seen
such a mass protest in front of a supermarket. War, morality protests were the thing to
do in the 60's but they involved the philosophy of right and wrong which seems very
unimportant at a time when people are finding it hard to save enough money to buy
meat. President Nixon's economic program
has failed the meat eaters of the nation . Mr.
Nixon's price controls have not been effective or even quasi effective. You can't ask a
union not to request $3 an hour for cleaning
the streets when it costs $3 for a piece of
meat . Wages must spiral if the necessities of
life are denied the hard working people of
America. Let me ask my devoted audience

this loaded question: Who suffers from the
rise in food prices? Nelson Rockefeller is
certainly not checking his pockets for
. enough money to buy a pound of ground
beef. The answer is quite simple; you, I and
anyone not extremely rich. The fall in the
stock prices and the devaluation of the dollar haven't done a whole lot to improve the
present fiscal situation. It is now time for the
president to use his vast powers to check the
inflationary trend. I am not an economics
expert and it is impossible for me to specify a
step by step method but something better be
done and fast.
Secondly, the Watergate Affair reeks.
James W. McCord's latest revelations conjured up the thought in all rational minds
that more people were involved and that efforts were being made by people near the top
to put the sewer cover back on the sewer (or
put garbage can top back on). Judge John
Sirca, a man of integrity, courage and conscience, called the trial a farce and it certainly is . The great scandels in our country's history seem like trite' immoralities com ared to
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REPORTS
Our Owners' or Mortgagee
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available to you and your clients
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Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
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Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West
Virginia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
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this fiasco. The Harding administration 's
scandels were blunt financial scandels. Mr.
Harding. was too deeply involved in writing
love letters to be concerned with people robbing the til. In fact , Mr. Harding wasn't a
bad guy but a little bit of a shnook. In the
Eisenhower administration poor Sherman
Adams accepted a vicuna coat in return for a
small favor; he was given his walking papers.
The essence of these two scandels was the
•
good old American dream to get ahead and
become rich . Their sins involved simple
greed but the Watergate Affair involves the
interference with the American political
processes .
Mr. Nixon's contrived appearance of pro·
priety in his own personal life cannot act to
quash the thought that indeed the White
House has some part in this Watergate ad·
venture. How dare the President throw up
the barrier of executive privilege to past
members of the Administration (bad enough
as to present members) . He must surely know
that even the most dense American would
realize that something is rotten in the District of Columbia.
It has come to the rJint that a full and
thorough disclosure better be forthcoming.
AMERICA WAKE UP YOU'VE BEEN
HAD SAlTH THE PROPHET FROM
FLATBUSH . The time has come that we all
do our jobs conscienciously, live our lives
with elegance and grace, protect our interests
and do the right thing. GET THE MEAT
PRICES DOWN AND THE MORALS UP.

SBA
Election
Results
Bart Walker - Pres.
Cathleen Sweene.r V. P.

Uwe L. Jaeckel Sec.

Eupene Awalsl Treas.

Charles Ton.r Bruce
V. Sec.
An affiliate of Fidelity & Deposit Company of Maryland
St. Paul & Lexington Sts., Baltimore, Md. 727-3700
406 Mercantile Towson Building, Towson, Md. 825-4435
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Give My Regards
to 'Broadway
This is positively the last time you will have to read A
VIEW FROM NEW YORK (unless I write for the New York
Times). I think it is appropriate for me to reminisce about
the last three years here in the big city. I should first apologize to a ll the people I have offended but I guess it would
take a novel to make such a recantation, so I won't. If you,
by any chance, got the impression that I did not like Baltimore when I first arrived here, you are very perceptive. I
wrote my anti-Pear l of the Chesapeake articles at a very
tough time in my humble existence and I, subsequently; have
had a change of heart: I HATE IT. (But, to be quite honest,
Baltimore is like any other medium sized city; it all depends
on the people you meet and know.) It has been my extreme
pleasure to be associated with some very beautiful people
who have enriched my life. Dean Curtis has indeed been an
inspiration to me. Nowhere have I met a more competent, intelligent, fair and understanding man. Professor Ensor (with
his most engaging wit) and Professor Isaacson have helped
me greatly in my law school career. Carl Maio and my staff
have been a pleasure to work with - ALL THEIRS. (Sorry,
I couldn't resist that remark .)
It is very important to me that my readers understand that
sometimes you have to say outrageous things to attract attention, which the FORUM has certainly done. In all-truth, we
have always avoided making statements which were unfounded, prejudicial or unfair. On the other hand, I have always given my staff the greatest latitude in deciding about
and how to deal with the subject. I have been proud to be a
part of this fine, improving and challenging institution.
Good luck and good health to the whole educational community.
H.J.S.

Executive Privilege
by Paul Luskin
There is a great controversy now about executive privilege
and whether members of the President's personal staff and
Cabinet Members should be obliged to testify before
Congress. At the same time, there has been concern over the
freedom of the press, the right of reporters to protect their
sources, and the effort of the government to intimidate the
media.
While there obviously has to be some kind of executive
privilege, it must be used with the utmost discretion and restraint. Our system of government will simply not work if
any principle is pushed to an extreme by those in power .
There must be respect for the rules on the part of everyone,
the President, Congress and the Courts. The primary assumption of those who wrote the laws and devised the governmental guidel ines was that the rules set down were to be followed . If the President fails to abide by the guidelines,
basing his power on secrecy and personal -whim, then the
system is doomed to failure. What is important is that there
be a respect for the unwritten law , which is an essential part
of the American Constitutional system.
Along similar lines , the privilege of the press has come under fire, which has posed a serious threat to its freedom under the Constitution. The Press has a duty to put forth raw
facts, which is intelligible to the general public, but explained news which define the facts . The explanation is more
important than the facts themselves. Whether or not the
Press has a responsibility to the government to keep its
secrets when it believes the government is doing wrong, as in
the Bay of Pigs or the Pentagon Papers, is a matter of conscience . Each case should be decided on the merits of the
case and the protection of the public welfare.
The two controversies present a paradox. On one 'h and the
Press is resisting divulgement of its informants and attacking
the Government for its suppression of information. On the
other hand, the President i~ citing executive privilege while
the government is prosecuting members of the press for refusing to abrogate their code of professional responsibility in
regards to "privileged" information.
The myriad of Constitutional and professional issues cannot be adequately solved on the present level. Yet, as potential lawyers, one should explore the possibilities of the situa'tion in regards to the legal profession. While there is a code
of responsibility and ethics, reflecting on the personal relationship of clients and fellow attorneys, there sometimes
might be a desire to waive professional privilege and, under
.,ressure, expose the sources of information, and make public
what professionally should be private. I invite your comments on what position you, as potential lawyers, would
take.

As the last few weeks of my legal education come to an end, I thought it an
appropriate time to reflect upon my association with the Forum. Although
relatively young, the Forum is looked upon by many students as a publication which they look forward to and expect to see on the stands.
The staff have all worked diligently and conscientiously to make certain
that the quality of the substance of the paper has steadily increased with each
issue. Much of the credit must go to H.J.S., for, without his New York sophistication and wit, many of the positive changes which have occurred in
the paper would not have been possible. During the times when what seemed
to be impassible barriers confronted us, the "lover of Baltimore" always
seemed to be able to find a way to either cross under or over the barrier. It
was indeed fitting that the student body saw fit to recognize his contributions
by awarding him the advocacy award.
It is also hoped that the student body will continue to support the Forum
in the future by playing an active role in its continuing growth . To Harvey
and the Staff, it has indeed been a pleasure working with you.
1.B.H.

Alumni Art
It is essential that all students who graduate still participate in the continuing growth of the university. Any outstanding iaw school must have a
strong alumni group and the University of Baltimore is no exception. I personally feel grateful to the
University of Baltimore for enabling me to
obtain a fine education and I will make it my duty to support the university
in any way possible.
H.J.S.

Selection
The selection of Mr. DiBenedetto was indeed gratifying to me . The
qualifications of our new editor are most impressive and his demeanor is one
of a statesman which is a necessity for this position. I urge all students to join
Mr. DiBenedetto's staff and make The Forum even better than it now is .

H .1. S.

State Affiliation
The University of Baltimore will indeed_profit from its affilation with the
state. In this day and age private schools cannot make it and certainly our
school is not an exception. Dean Curtis has taken this school as far as a man
could with the funds he has available. It is to be hoped that the law school
will now be able to build a new building and increase its faculty.
H .l.S.

RETIRING FORUM STAFF

Joel H opmayer

Jackie Faulkner
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Court Uph~lds Strict State Registration Deadlines
To
the
neophyte
experimentally testing his right
to vote, the procedural labyrinth
before him may seem relatively
formidable. A fairly new
resident in a community, for
example, may not know in
which ward or precinct he is
located-in fact, he may" not even
know his Congressman-and he
must determine how and where
he must register, the local issues
and platforms of parties and
candicates, and somehow weigh
any number of decisions before
casting his ballot. At least, that
is the dilemma of the civics-book
American--informed,
conscientious,alert-and this
mythical citizen has been,
supposedly, the bulwark of the
democratic way of life.
Yet voting laws in every State
subtly restrict his right to
exercise this sancrosanct role,
throwing' up procedural
obstacles which subtly but
completely disenfranchise
unknown numbers of citizens.
Such a law is among the
Election Laws of New York
State, which provides a cut-off
f or v oter registration eight
months prior to a Presidential
primary (and eleven months
prior to non-Presidential
primaries), In a 5-4 decision in
late March, the U,S, Supreme
Court upheld New York's right
to impose such a deadline on its
voters. Petitioners in Rosario v
Rockefeller (41 LW 4001) had

reached voting age and had, for
reasons not illuminated in the
report, not attempted to register
un til after the leg al
da te-- whereupon they were
summarily denied access to the
voters' rolls.
The Court determined that
the deadline was legitimate
insofar as it prevented the
possibility of "disruptive party
raiding," the strategy in which
voters of a party organize to
vote in the opposition primary
for the weakest candidate. The
majority did not discuss why
such a stringent time period was
required before the primary, but
only noted the State's right to
regulate the voting procedures to
assure an orderly process.
Further, Justice Stewart noted,
the law in question "merely"
imposed a time deadline in each
year's voting; from year to year,
a person could vote in different
party primaries by enrolling in a
new party between the prior
primary and the cut-off date the
next year. The Court rejected
petitioners' attempt to link their
case with a historic trend of
cases expanding the exercise of
the fran chise.
Instead ,
the majority ruled that Rosario
was "not apposite" to any of
those decisions.
The minority of four was
hard-pressed to identify "any
persuasive basis" for the extreme
time deadline; wrote Justice
Powell: "If the cut-off date were

less severe, I could agree." The
dissent considered the
importance of unhindered
suffrage in a democratic society,
together with need to safeguard
the right to political association.
The most persuasive argument
laid against the majority decision
was not the considerable
inconvenience imposed upon
voters generally, but that many
persons who, "for quite
legitimate reasons," do not meet
the deadline, are totally.
disenfranchised.
Neither of the views
expressed by the Court seem to
address the realities of electronic
age politics. Issues change from
day to day, and candidates
vacillate before television
cameras and cause en masse
defection, con tinuously
changing economic and
diplomatic situations twist and
tug at loyalties. Moreover, far
too few jurisdictions effectively
notify the electorate of
approaching deadlines. Rather
than massive media campaigns to
arouse the citizenry, government
often abdicates the duty of
public notice to such groups as
the League of Women Voters.
Among the relativ ely
well-informed student populace
of the universities, a straw poll a
month before election day
betrays a troubling number of
would-be voters whose voices are
mute because they "forgot" to
register, missed the deadline, and

so on. While such a situation
hardly parallels the type of
wholesale discrimiriation which
has locked out entire groups of
citizens in past years-blacks,
non-property owners,
servicemen-it hardly represents
a fertile environment for the
democratic process. Rather than

throwing up discreet barriers
before the ballot, the States'
should legislate policies which
encourage the Gitizeny on the
political periphery into the
electoral fold. One would hope
the Court would at least meet
the challenge of correcting, those
policies which result in such a
debilitating effect.

ABA Sends Criminal Law Report
To Senate for Study by Paul Luskin
A tremendous informational
report , prepared by the Ameri·
can Bar Association's Criminal
Law Section has been submitted
to Senator John L. McClel·
land's Senate Judiciary Com·
mittee on Criminal Laws and
Pro cedures, for study during its
consideration of legislation to
modernize the Federal Crimina l
Code .
The proposed Code is a
consolidation of present Title
18 of the U.S. Code and severa l
other federal cr imin a l stat ut es.
The Section's informational report, after two full years of
preparation , reflects the views
o f a 13-member 'blue ribbon '
committee , chaired by Harvard
Law Professor Livingston Hall
and compr ised of young lawyers
and law students. In its report,
the committee favors enac tm ent
of the proposed Code, with
seve ral recommended amendments.

Last November, ABA President Meserve authorized the release o f the report to interested
Congressmen and governmen tal
agencies. The Committee study
was aided by a $5000 techn ical
grant from the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administr a tion.
The Criminal Law Section
has wo rked on the Study draft
of the National Commission on
Reform of Federal Criminal
Laws since 1970 when three ad
hoc comm itt ees were appo inted
and each assigned a major division of the Study Draft: genera l provisions , specific offenses
and the sentencing system .
Before submitting its final
informational report to the Senate Committee, the Criminal
Law Se,'.ion made advance
distribution last fall to 14 other
ABA sections and special committees having an int erest in the
proposed Code.

rom the
Dean's Desk
The Year
This being the last issue of the
FORUM in the 1972-1973 school
year, I will try to summarize the Law
School developments in these past 12
mo nths , especially in those areas of
most inter es t to the Council o n Legal
Education and Admissions to the Bar
of the American Bar Association.
Revised Standards for the Approval
of Law Schools by the American Bar
Association were adopted by th e H o use
of Delegates at its midyear meeting in
February of this year. The revised
Standards contin ue to treat on o rga nization and adm inistration , ed uca·
tional program, faculty , ad missio ns ,
library and physical plant as the
primary factors in the evaluation of a
law school. I will address to them in
that order.
Pri o r to this current year, administration of the School of Law was cen·
tered in the dean, law librarian , and
associate law librarian , supported by a
secretarial staff of two. Added to those
positions have been an assistant dean,
Professo r Richard A. Buddeke, and a
director of law school admissions,
Andrew Goletz. The secretarial staff
now numbers six, which includes two
serving the director of law school admissions and o ne secretary-bookkeeper
in the law library'. Effective July I , we
will have a director of law school
records and transcripts , Myr o n
Steckman, and authorized, but as yet
unfilled , is the position of director of
law student placement. While Mr.
Leimbach has made good progress in
furthering law placements , it needs the
endeavors of a full-time person kn own
to the profession .

•
In

Review

The ed ucati o nal pr ogram has been
added in this next session, making the we are making some progress in that
rev iewed thr o ugh o ut the yea r by the
ratio 50 to I and approaching the 40 to area despite the lack of a law sc hoo l
law faculty Curriculum Committee. A
I ratio recommended by the law faculty
building. The fifth and sixt h floors of
few changes have been made by the ' as the ultimate objective.
Charles Hall have been assigned to
The medians for the law student class 'exclusive use for law faculty offices and
Committee in the 56 semester ho urs of
required courses, most in the natur e of en tering last fal l were a cumulative secretarial odfices. The Law Review,
undergraduate academic average o f 2 .9
giving more o r less hours cred it for a
Forum and Student Bar Association
eac h has fai r office space an d a
particul ar course. The primary work of (3.0 is B grade) and a Law School
th e Committee has bee n in stabilizing
Aptitude Test score of 585 (about the
moderate size law st ud en t lounge has
th e elective courses, of which 16 are to
70th percen ti Ie). These med ians were
been located on the fourth floor of
attained from more than 2 , 100 Cha rl es . Law School c lassrooms
be offered in the fall semes ter , 16 in the
applicants competing fo r 300 places in
spring semester , and 14 alternating in
occupy a substan tial part of the fourth
the entering class . It appears at this floor and the entire third floor of
the summer sessions. The full law
writing that the number o f applicants
degree program has no w been resolved
Charles , excepting for the Data
for this co ming fall term will greatly
Process ing suite of offices and the
and greater continuity in teaching
Board o f Trustees rooms. It is hoped
assignments has been made possible. exceed those of last year and that the
medians are likely to increase to about
that the Law School administration can
The legal internship program, which
3. I and 595 . The qual ity o f its law
be centered in a suite of offices on the
formerly included Legal Aid , State's
student body is as vital to the pr ogress
second floor of Charles commencing
Attorney's Office , Public Defender's
of a school as the quality o f its faculty.
this summer . Thus, a part of the second
Office , Prisoners Aid Association and
'An adciition,,1 10 ,000 volumes have
floor znd virtually the entire space of
the State Health Department , was
been acquired for the law library
Charles Hall above it wi ll house the law
expanded this year to include the
collection in this past year , bringing the
school until such time as it acquires its
Attorney General's Office and many
total collection to approximately
much needed building for a student
ot her State agencies, such as Legislative
42,000 . The budgetary support of the
body o f about 1,000 . In the interim,
Research , Natural Resources, ICD Port
Un iversity ad m in istration has en abled
the centralization of law school
Authority , Consumer Protection and
acti vities and agencies gives greater
us to make good progress in the
o thers . The program is now broad
development of the law library
facility and a more proper atmosphere
enough to provide a legal internship
collection. Hopefully, we will reach a . fo r the co nduct o f its educational pro- .
posi ti on for every interested senior law
collection of 60 ,000 by the fall of gram .
student.
We have just received the expected
1975 , the minimum number prescribed
annual visit by the representative of the
Fo ur additions to the full-time law by the Association of American Law
American Bar Association, Professor
Schools , membership in which we will
faculty were made last fall , with a fifth
Mill ard Ruud , Consultant on Legal
person teaching in a visiting capacity be seeking in the near future . Effective
Educati o n to the ABA. We will be
fa ron e year to fi II a vacan cy created by this summer , the law Iibrary profesvisited annually until such time as we
a one year leave of absence given to a sional staff will be increased to three,
receive final approval. What we had to
faculty member. This brought the full·
the law librarian , associate law
time strength to fifteen, including the
librarian and a third professional. This offer in the fall of 197 I and the spring
qf .J 972 , the two prior visitations, is
dean and assistant dean who are also
is also in accordance with AALS
that much more improved this spring
teaching, and the faculty-student ratio requirements.
and our efforts will continue in all
Although the physical plant for the
of 66 to 1 full-time equivalents. Five
more full-time faculty members will be law school leaves much to be desired ,
areas.
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This discourse may be found inane or monumental, jejune or
sapient depending upon w hose gauge is used and who is using
it. This may be found to ramble off and on if the reader lacks a
certain kind of cerebration; to be inopportune if the reader lacks
a certain kind of chronological perceptivity; to be a laborious
and feeble attempt if the reader lacks a certain kind of sensitivity.
The above is a priming, a sort of serving before the entree, for
certain liberties to be begged in this informal excursion into the
realm of racial labels. If you, the reader, will allow me, the
writer, a mere pauper in too many respects, by too many
standards, the titillating delight of literally" exploiting" (hilarious term when employed by a pauper) this occasion to place on
notice all readers who have the desire - ingenue, sincere, or
slight - to call races by their proper terms.
'
In the March issue of the Forum, "Another Dimension," there
was an error in printing which by any reasonable man would
amount to a libel of the most gross nature. (I shall not formulate
the libel per se for it is too repugnant, too sordid for my own
temperament.) The insert was long and detailed and was meant
to be a pronouncement, however moderate or radical, on the
historical status of black people and white people here in Maryland dating all the way back to 1866 when the liberal Senator
Johnson from Maryland bequeathed a most admirable legacy for
those who would labor to reap such fruits. The comment should
have read "the term negro was considered impolite" (not "polite" as it was printed).
Surely the reader can understand my replication, my mortification. And upon seeing that misprint I felt that I had been efficaciously castigated - so horrendous was that mistake. For you
see the term" negro" has no legal effect at all, no esoteric effect
at all, and no redeeming qualities whatsoever.
A perusal of the 1866 Civil Rights Act will reveal that it gave all
equal rights to Africans and/or black people born in this country
of previous servitude or bondage. When the pioneers from Britain settled here, they did so with the written British law of respecting the rights of different nationalities (including the Indians). Negro is not a nationality. I can make untold analogies to
support my contention but I want to preserve my oil.
Fifty million black people surely are not the "chosen few."
They have no rivers of fire to walk, only bridges and bridges and
bridges to build. They have no master plan, just gastronomical
indigestion w iththat hard to chew adage from antiquity about a
gourmet's gustatory delight with (?) "a slice of apple pie." What
am I talking about? That there's nothing esoteric about the term
negro. Negroes don't even dream. They know not of the gauzy
stuff of which dreams are made.
Hey and there's absolutely nothing at all redeemable about
the term negro. There is nothing associated with the term but
brutish bondage, indescribable ignorance and insipid survival.
When the slave masters thought of the term negro, that is exactly
the effect they intended and whenever the term is used today a
boney white finger from some denizen's grave creaks poinledly
at some black person in a maligning way. (I know those who use
the term have given it little thought.)
Indulge me further, humor me a little longer while I bring out
in the rinse what wasn't wrung out in the wash. The average
black person abhors the term negro and barely stiffles the surging regurgitation ' whenever it is mentioned. Fellow law students and instructors in a complex sentence speak of the negro
in one clause and the black person in another. This is so incongruous to me. The terms are n'o t pronouns nor are they synonymous - if anything 'they are antithetical. Besides, simple logic
would say if it is right to call one race white then surely it is :
right to call the other black.
The instructors have a responsibility to set the record straight.
Let me cite just a {ew examples of how dismally ~ome have
failed (intention not being an element). However,1 did feel one
such incident wa s slanderous (malicious intent being a necessary element) .
One instructor wanted to show how a negro (black man) was
charged with paternity of a child born of white and black parentage (notice I avoided the use of miscegena!ion - a blata'ntly
derogatory label). This telling was so much In the genr~ of the
"cork-face vaudevill entertainment, I shuddered to realize here
was my instructor delighting in such banality, such ribaldry.
Another instructor had the audacity to read to my class of
ninety-nine percent white students how utterly futile education
is for the negro (the black man) because even in graduate school
he is so fundamentally unprepared. This instructor's pretext for
sharing this irrelevant five and dimestore compilation. was to
show the white students how their ,w ritings suffered being supposedly in possession of college degr~es. I, again, s.hudde!ed to
realize here was my instructor teaching and he failed With no
hope of a reprieve. What did he in effect convey to those students: Don't even try to communicate with them (negroes);
they' re so confused and confusi ng 'that it's impossible. That's a
m~~

.

.

.

And why in the name of legal ethiCS IS the term negro used In
so many textbook cases (I mean, they are edited)? Is identity the
crucial factor or even necessary? If identity is a question of fact
relevant as probative evidence going to the issue, then of course
it's crucial. But if it involves a question of law, w hat's the probative value? If a man causes pecuniary injury to another, whether
I>e be black or white, he is liable for that specific damage. What
these cases often reveal is the fulcrum upon which justice turns
(her head). The negro (black man) is often confronted with inexcusable injustice because the judge, jury and law are white and
hostile. I remember reading one case where the " learned" text
writer referred to a "nigress." After I puzzled through what ~e

I live with Spring eternally
Young
Loving to live
Zealously
Joyously
Loving
The Spring
Soaking
Up the rain
Smelling
The buds
Lathering
In the suds

Spraying perfume
Wrapping in colors
Living
Life with a fling
Life with a zest
Living
Life with a swing
Eyeing the fellows
Making
Them smile
With wiles
Ohwow
Flirting

Switching
Rustling my skirts
Clicking my heels
Spinning
Whirling
Twirling
With the Wheel
That's life,
That's real reel
That's youth
That's what I feel
When I'm
Alive with Spring.

Barbara Jefferson

Congress

Auspicious or Ominous?

by Barbara Jefferson
I think we became conscious to develop such an atmo's phere
of Congress (the U,S,) as a that the people seem to be
viable entity in the 60's with working toward an impeachtheir unheralded self-purgings.
ment of the President. They
Senators, representatives, and
have managed to throw such a
aides were exposed for their tainted veil around the Presicorruptions and expelled most dent that he appears not to have
expeditiously. The results ap- ' the least bit of interest in the
peared to be a brand new aegis people. He appears to be narcis - one the people would recog - sistic and power-hungry.
nize as trustworhty, as the serThe question should be, Why?
geant of arms of va lor.
Did not the Congress support
The Congress has blocked ju - him at one time? Did not they
dicial nominees, sundry bills finance the war? Did not they
and other agency appointments, approve monetary agreements
unearthing scandal, smut and for the corporations? Did not
insincerity . All of their work- they support measures that keep
ings have an imperceivable im- segments of the people unequal?
pact on the people . The people Did not they fatten their own
seem to walk in the shadows of pockets with dual interests,
the Congress, being wound up
What's the outcome?
or turned off capriciously.
Somehow, they have managed
Somehow, Congress was able to move virtually all blame

meant by that, I concluded, that writer is a victim of fallacious
and antiquated theorems.
Well, I'm tired now and probably haven't a reader left because
the subject is moribund and because my readers "were following me but got lost along the way." Anyway, let's give-"negro,
negroes, etc." a befitting demise - "die n' die!"
P.S. I really enjoyed this year at B Law. Oh yeah, Let UB Law remember me ... that black gir~_ Barbara, in the class of '73.
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from their sho ulders , Usually
the people protest t6 the Co ngress , seldom to the President.
Why is it so hard for the ancients, the aged in Congress to
pass on being elected and let
some young blood in from all
segments of life? The process
that is available now is simply
too long and guarantees them
the same power during their
lives,
What they should do is create
a measure whereby they are lawfully removed after so ma~y'
terms. They should pass i.
measure where there is a clean
sweep" clear across the board executive , judicial and congressional. Agency heads should'
step down. Committee heads
shou ld step down. Corporations
should be controlled by the
people not the other way,
You see, I don't think there
are any people presently in
power who are free of the damage they have placed upon our
heads. I just can't see how we
can become more capitalistic.
We should concentrate on
becoming more humanistic.

Many Barkley Wyckoff Power
Study graduates can finish an
average-length book in that
incredibly -short sp·an of time.
Na,t,urally nat everyone can expect to ~chieve the remarkable speeds
mentioned above. But we do promise ' that "OWER STUDY TECHNIQUES
will improve your present reading speed substantially, while helping you
to remember more of what you've read. Memorizing a deck of cords;
forty digit numbers or everday aca,demic information will become easy.
using PO~ER STUDY {METHODS. ' ,

THE COURSE ~ .1 THE BARKLEY WYCKOFF POWER STUDY METHOD
is taught in six 2 Y2 hour sessions. During :these classes
, the student is exposed to, and drilled in, new and
effective ideas in reading, study and memory skills.
Each student is required to spend approxim.ately one
hour per day at home practicing the new conceph
learned in class. An honest effort is absolutely necessary
in completion of homework -assignments if progress is
to be attained. In the event individual consultation i.
necelsary, adequate alsistance will be provided. The
Itudent may repeat the entire cour.. at no COlt, a. many
times 01 is desired.
Power Studying .is ,a superior, new reading, stu.dy and memory skills method
developed by the Barkley W,yckoff Reading School, and confirmed in
actual practice .
'
For the elementary, high school or college student, Power Studying cu'ts
study time, improves chances for academic advancement. For the business '
or professional person, Power Studying reduces the time, n~eded for correspondence, studying reports, keeping abreast of new advances in !!.is
field.

Registration and Tuition: S90.00
Classes to be held at Towson State College
Beginning Mon., June 1.8, 7:00 - 9:30 p.m.
or
Beginning Thurs., June '21, 7:00 -9:30 p.m.
To register, or for more information. call 377-4134, or send tuition plus name,
address, and phone to:
The Barkley Wyckoff Reading School
119 lI!1urdock Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21212
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Liaison Committee
ATTENTION
STUDENTS:

ALL

LAW

Harry M. Sachs, Jr.,
Chairman of the Maryland State
Bar Association's Section of
Legal Education and Admissions
has announced an extension of
the activity of that Section's
Committee on Liaison with the
law students.
Basically, this Committee was
appointed to establish a chain of
com munication between the
students in the several law
schools with the Maryland State
Bar Association particularly in
regard to legal education, the
work of the Character
Committee and the Maryland
State Board of Law Examiners.
The activity has been extended
for the benefit Of all students
who wish to discuss any
grievances, complaints or
suggestions concerning courses
offered .by the Law School as
well as instruction techniques. A
diligent effort to resolve the
same will be made by the
Committee.
All grievances, complaints or
suggestions may be reported to
Jean Hansen Kapral, who has
been a'ppointed the Chairman of
the Committee. 17he Chairman is
a practicing attorney and may be
contacted at her office located
at 3545 Chestnut Avenue,

- - - - b y M.H. Davis----

Baltimore, Maryland 21211,
889-8883. If a student is unable
to 'meet with the Chairman at .
her office, arrangements will be
made to meet with the student
at the University. Furthermore,
students may be assured that if
they wish their identity to
remain anonymous, they shall be
given a number for the interview
an d discussion of their
grievances. All names will remain
in confidence when the
Committee communicates the
problems of the students to the
Administration of the Law
School.

'The Poseidon Adventure'

"The Poseidon Adventure" is
a movie made the way movies
used to be made: simple pl o t ,
stock characters (easily defined
into "good" and "bad"), simple
message. Pure En tertai n men t.
Though "pure schlock" might
be your first reaction to the tale
of a ocean liner capsized on
New Year's Eve , amidst merry·
making and revelry , and how a
brave few struggled and sur·
vived the ho locaust , the story is
a good one - tightly woven
The Committee would like to and scenically as you would
stress the fact that it is not only · imagine it to be . It is just close
going to hear and discuss the enough to being ·believable to
complaints, but intends to take: be exciting and frighten ing, and
some action to resolve these though it's not deep or parproblems. The Committee has ticularly thought·provoking, it
been established for the benefit is a movie that stays with you ,
of all students. The success or because it is visually and emo·
failure of this Committee will tionally entertaining.
depend largely upon whether or
Ever since "Five Came Back,"
not the students will avail a movie about a plane crash
themselves of its services. It is among the headhunters of
the aim of the Section of Legal Brazil which I saw faithfully
Education and the Committee five nights a week on the Mil·
on Liaison to make every effort lion Dollar Movie when I was
to strengthen the quality of 12, I've been a pushover for
courses and teaching techniques 'who·will·live·who·will·die'
so that the University can better movies . Probab ly becau'se the
prepare its students to pass the decision seems to be so arbi·
Bar examination .and practice trary sometimes and so obvious
successfully as an attorney.
at others. The Poseidon Adven· .

Trial Advocacy: TV Sets
And Instant Replays
by Paul Luskin
A courtroom of the future is
being built for the University of
the Pacific McGeorge Law
School of Sacramento, Califor·
nia. The courtroom, the first of
its kind in the Nation, is an ex·
periment aimed at boosting
security, aiding news coverage,
curbing disruptions , and facili·
tating the job of the juror. The
$464,000 facility will be used
for real trials as well as
simulated trials for law students
and law officers.
Among the innovations will
be desks for jurors , and video
tapes for viewing of the trial
during deliberations. Jurors
will also have a closeup look at
the evid ence via 9·inch tele·
vision screens on their desks .
Othe r inn ovati o ns will take the
form of a circular co urtroom ,
an d news reporters will observe
from special viewing areas
behind o ne·way glass to reduce

MOVIE REVIEW

interference and increase field
viewing of the proceedings.
Closed circuit television of
the trial into a public viewing
room will be available tin case
the audience disrupts. the trial
and must l be excluded.
During deliberations , jurors
can freshen their memories with
videotapes made during the
presentatio'n of the testimony
and evidence. The. videotapes
pr ovide instant replay transcript
of th e trial, replacing the
current written transcripts
prepared by a court reporter for
use in later appeals.
In addition to experimenting
with courtroom design, the use
of television and security , the
new complex will also be used
for the training of police officers in ways to improve the effectiveness of their courtroom
testimony and for research on
how a jury makes its decisions.

ture has al l of the stock charac ·
ters: The Whore With The
Golden Heart who has found
true love and stability married
to The Tough Cop Who Is
Really Mushy Inside ; Th e
Defrocked Minister. who fol·
lows hi s in ner convictions even
when they run counter to as·
signed authori ty ; The Jewish
Grandparents, o n their way to
Israel to see their first grand·
son; The Heartbroken Singer;
The Wishy.Washy shoemaker
with the Inner Core of Strength ;
The Cute Little Boy; The Brave
Little Girl ; The more·or·less
useless Steward - they're all
here , all struggling and fighting
TO Survive.
There are some characters
who don't stand a chance. Right
from the beginning. the evil
ship-owners' representative who
orders the captain to carry too
little ballast is a marked man.
As is, of course, the captain.
brave man who goes down with
his ship. And the chief steward.
who wants to stick by the rules
despite reas o n. But "good" and
" bad " are not the categories
into which the majority of
people fall, and this is where the
message co mes in.

Subtly. the reason that people
survive or no t is based on
whether or no t they follow their
own judgment: there is one
scene. for instance. just after the
boat has capsized when all the
people are daze~ Iy wondering
what to do . The main characters
climb up a giant christmas tree
to a shaky balcony which seems
to lead to a way out (but no one
is sure). and the majority of the
people stay behind, shortly to
be innundated in a wall of
water. Not so subtly is the whole
'morality play' undercurrent:
the messiah figure. the Dan·
tesque figures sloping down
long grey corridors lead ing no·
where. the consta'n t threat of
fires and drowning at any
wrong turn.
The acting is really good: the
characters are firm and believ·
able. and Shelley Winters is
great. The visuals are also great;
the movie well deserved the
special award for the effects.
The Poseidon Adventure is a
movie worth seeing. It is excit·
ing and fast·paced and above
everything else . entertaining.
It's also a movie to which you
can bring your 12·yea r.old
\ brother.

Steering Committee Begin~ Work
by Robert J. Lynott Jr.
As a direct result of the
Declaration of Independence of
the First Year, Second Section
Class, in January, 1973, and its
reaffir.mance in mid·February, a
five-man steering committee was
, elected by the 'class. The
committee members are Drew
Apgar , Mag Hurson, Jake
Jaeckel, Cathy Sweeney and Bob
Lynott. This group coordinates
the efforts of the class to rectify
problems and implement
constructive ideas and proposals
of the students.
The immediate effects of the
Declaration of Independence
cannot be disputed. The
previously clandestine,
closed-door interviewing and
questioning of Honor Court
applicants was opened to all
students . Secondly , Ron
Kurland, A.B.A./L.S.D .
representative, at first wounded
and defensive, apologized in a
subsequent meeting with the
class and said that any
applications for membership in
A.B.A./L.S.D. would be effective for one calendar year fol·
lowing the date of application,
instead .of this present school

year alone. Lastly, the students
elected the Steering Committee
to perpetuate the goals of the
Declaration of Independence.
A few particulars required
prompt attention. The Steering
Committee met privately with a
professor and sought to iron out
difficulties which the students
had presented. Then, in response
to proposals by the students, a
Seminar Program was established. (Ed. note: This program
is discussed in another article in
this edition.) Thirdly, the Committee published a series of bi·
weekly newsl et ters to inform the
class of its accomplishments and
tasks at hand.
Currently, the Steering Co mmittee is seeking to obtain approval to reorganize unintegrated volumes and reports through·
out the library, circulate petitions to assist the efforts of
other law schools to have funds
allocated for legal experience
clinics in la w schools, gather
information concerning internships and jobs for the class members this summer.
The Steering Co mmittee is
aware that there are not enough
speaking engagements through·
out the year, however, the city's

wealth of attorneys, and proxi·
mity to Washington, D.C. should
make it possible for the law
school to obtain speakers inex·
pensively. Hopefully, a program
will be initiated on a school wide
basis next year.
The class also looks forward
to the possibility of forming
similar action committees in the
coming school year in order to
continue the work it has started.
The Committee believes that its
actions have not been "unwai·
ranted," and that it has asserted
the "responsibility of freedom."

JULY 1973 BAR EXAM COURSES
MARYLAND

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DAY COURSE 1,30 to 3:30 p.m. start, JUNE 14, 1973
EVENING COURSE 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. starts JUNE 20, 1973

Classes will be held daily, Monday through Friday through July 20.
Students may alternate day and evening sessions or hear a lecture
for the second time. Starting June 28, classes also Mondays and
Thursdays 8:30 to 70:30 p.m.

DA Y AND EVENING COURSES start
JUNE 14 through JULY 20, 1973

T wo Courses: A Day Course from 7:30 to 3:30 p.m., and an
Evening Course from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m . daily, Monday through
Friday. Students may alternate at any time or hear a lecture for
the second time.

For class schedules and further information, call Nacrelli Bar
Review School, 1334 G St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202) 347·7574
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Use.ful Suggestions

Irregular Forum
idea of dictating pieces of "A nybody see the item in the
l twofol~. ·ticipation may even
give rise to an ai r of moral ' statute directly, the bold print pap'er abou t ...... .. ?" Good
in hornbooks lends itself to this topics to ask about, almost cerestoppel of sorts against comOnce in a great while even a
task beautifully, and the various tain to have been in the recent
professor will be unprepared . , plaints , should it actually come
material"s
published
by news, include crime, the Suto
that
,
since
they
were,
after
i
The FORUM therefore offers a
all, participating. Among the l Gilbert's, Ziontz, the Nutshells, preme Court, racial discriminafew useful suggestions for
texts almost crying to be read ' Smith's, etc., are not far behind. tion, environmental control,
coping as unobtrusively as posaloud
in class are all the statutes . At the risk of actually engaging etc. Be careful not to be too
sible with that slight difficulty.
directly relevant to the course. ' in preparation, it is a good idea specific unless you have a partiI. StaJ I around at starting
Particularly good are such juicy j to recast such items into cular item in mind. Several
time . Banter some inan ities in
bits as the UCC or Maryland I somewhat tortured English, hands may go up, particularly in
double-talk at the front rOw,
Rules of Procedure , since they ' because if stud en ts trip over a large class, and quite a bit of
making it look to those out of
are' set up in generally short · some of the texts they will study time can be used up by the comearshot as if they are missing a
them that much more carefully. ments. The best possible outparagraphs.
string of hilarious or even
(Admittedly most published come , of c ourse, is for several
risque witticisms. This is chiefly
It goes without saying that
writers aygid this device, but it students to be drawn into the
a matter of self-confidence and
read ing such provisions aloud
may well be that they just fray on a single item; therefore
convincing gestures and facial ' in class also accomplishes the
haven't discovered it yet. Don't choose the first respondent
expressions, and is not parbasic objective of ho lding law
be afraid to be ahead of your carefully, picking if at all possiclasses in the first place - .
ticularly hard to master. It is
time.)
ble someone known to have a
also good for shoring up an
generally conceded to be to im6. When there finally seems particularly odd, biased, or
o therwise sagging reputation
part to the students colorable
to be nothing left ·but to get perverse outlook and/or an irrigenerally.
competence in the subject matdown to the cases, and only tating personal ity.
2. When conducting class in
ter of the COurse, 'a nd long exthre,e-fourths or so of the
7. Should an assigned case
some way or other is no longer
perienc~ has shown that by far
available time has gone by , ask somehow ~ome under discus.'
avoidable, haul out the roll
the best way to do that when
a question oJ_ the f6rm, sion despite the use of this forsheet and start calling the
dealing with statutes is simply to
names, slowly. The first few
read them aloud in class.
times this is done stop frequenStatutes are generally clear and
tly for guidance on pronounstraightforward, and there is
ciations , national origins , etc ,
therefore rarely any need for
always with deference , respect " commentary , discussion, or
Dear Students & SBA:
and humility. Later on such
questions, and hence, from the
Firstly, Iwould like to thank all those who helped. in the various
inquiries can be replaced with
point of view of the prof any
SBA committees upon which I had the privilege of serving. The adthe question, ' Whatever happreparation becomes essentially
vocates award though given to me belongs to all who contributed in
pend to so and so?' This will
superfluous beyond, of course,
making the functions available for participation, and it is in this
usually elicit more than one andeciding just which sections to
respect that the award has been most graciously accepted.
swer, possibly even conflicting
read and when.
Secondly, I would like to offer for your consideration some
answers, and in any event worth.
Another advantage of this
program a~tivities which will not only produce results but offer adnoting carefully. It is a superb
particular device arises here and
ditional bal&nce to the programs to be worked on by the new adde lay device no matter how inaccrues to the profs benefit.
ministration . (details of implementation will be given later).
voked .
For reasons psycho logists are
I) Guest lectures and film series
'
3. . Another
inevitable
still trying to understand fully,
2) Solicitation and Utilization of our own resources regardless of
strategem is the handout. An armost material read aloud to
class '
tfully handled distribution can
students tends to sound alike to
3) Educatio'nal Coop Program (take seminars at other schools)
easily absorb several minutes.
them; it thus follows that there
4) Viable student evaluation of professors and participation in
The on Iy real hazard is that
isn't much point in the_ profs
selection of new professors
some of the students might partroubling to choose one item in
5) Cjeer day and job opportunity program
ticipate, or worse yet, take over
preference to some oJ her, and
6) Improved student-faculty rel'ations by means of regularly
the task entirely. Realizing that,
any such preparation tends to
scheduled academic ,and social functions
the practitioner of this device
be
waste!
What
better
7) Curriculum improvement by viable student input:
will carefully hold the items to
justification for unpreparedness
8) Advanced seminar courses, i .e . a greater variety of practical
his bosom while counting out
thaq
the
futility
of courses: trial tactics, proof of facts course, oral argument and legal
the number needed for each
prepar~tion?? There we have
speaking.
side of each row as he slowly
that rareity in law, to be sa9) A more active minority recruitment program
works his way down the center
vored when stumbled across: a '
10) Federal funding for scholarship and student loans
aisle. The astute prof is never
perfect def~nse!
11) Exchange programs.with. University o'f Maryland Law School
without sixty or so copies of
Academ ically as well as sociati y
5. Fr_om reading aloud it is
some suitable item in his brief12) Solicitation of active alumni participation in all law school
but one short step to dictating
c'ase, just in case.
functions
\
These devices are all really various stretches of legal
In closing pleas allow one bit of further adv ice . Let us devoid
wisdom for direct copying
procedural , as the reader will
readily understand. Be assured. down by the students, word for . ourselves of class .lines, no t for the purpose of raping an identity
away but for the purpose of creating a new emphasis - a unified
however" that equally effective , word. Obviously this is even
legal community - Dissent is vital for any organization ' and so this
better than mere reading aloud ,
su.hstantive ones abound also.
dissent should be channeled into the decision making process. We
4. The most basic and adap- for now considerably more time
all are striving for the same thing a united student body - therefore
be
allowed,
a nd
tab Ie of these is the superb must
we must cross class lines and inter-relate on a more intensive basis
device of reading aloud, Its repetitions will be in order.
in order to accomplish any real programs with solidarity behind
Good material for this purbeauty
is ' twofold . First ,
them.
almost anything lends itself to pos~ is at every hand. For the
Best of luck in '73
being read aloud, and better prof who feels squeamish a t the
S. Robinson
still , it lets the members of the
class gct involved (if ~rciblY) .I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

by E. Pluribus Ringtail

Letter o.f Thanks

Blood
Assurance
Program
As of April 1, 1973, all law
students, law faculty, and their
immediate families will be able
to take advantage of the new
Blood Assurance , Program that
was recently established at the
University of Baltimore. This
program will provide its memo '
bers with an unlimited amount
of blood if the need should arise. :
Although there will not be a ;
formal blood drive until next
fall, the coverage began as Of \
April 1. If anyone desires additional information or finds it I
necessary to make use of the
-:,rogram between now and next;
fall they should contact Bart
Walker at 539· 6504 or Dean
McDevitt at 727-6350, ext. 208.

midable array " of tactics, the
situation is by no means lost.
The artful prof can keep asking
non -specific questions of the '
sort, "Anybody want to add'
anything to that?" "How about
in the back of the room?" etc .
When all who wish have spoken,
the prof can ask, "How about
the other side's viewpoint?"
"Anybody disagree?" etc. It
looks more convincing when
asking such questions if the
room is viewed as two opposing
camps separated by the center
aisle; thus lean one way in asking for concurrences and face
the other half when asking for
COrTIments in opposition. In this
way it should be possible . to
duck any real discussion by , in
effect, rising above it, and yet
tbe typical observer wi II be left
with the feeling that the prof
participated significantly in
whatever discussion there may
have been'.
8. By this time, it may be
possible

,Simple,
straight-forward,
classic - out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ball!X)int or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad fora pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

$198

Curlander
Law
Book
Co.
.
539~4716

525 N. CHARLES STREET
SAL TIMORE ; MARYLAND 21201

Case Books •• Prepared Briefs
Text Boo'lts ••
Gilber, Summ,ries
U.C.C. Handbook
law Exa", an a'd

'0 Mu"'s'a', lar EXI",s '

,IIone and MAIL ORDERS
p!~mptl, filled

SHEAFFER, WORlD-WlDE. A tii'frOnl COMPANY
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ALUMNI REPORT
Letter from the
Alumni
Association
Dear Editor,
The members of the Alumni Association are very pleased that
this issue of The Forum is designated as an alumni issue. Since the
1972 ' spring alumni issue of this publication the Asso'c iation has
had one outstanding accomplishment - its participation in the Annual Roll Call. A g?al of 2 ,000 participants was set for the Associa- .
tion in 1972, but the goal was surpassed. The '72 campaign' ended
with 2,269 alumni contributors.
In the spring of '72 the Alumnus of the Year Award was presented to William Donald Schaefer, Mayor of Baltimore City; a very
successful trip to Hawaii was sponsored by the alumni; the Association was the host to the graduating seniors at their annua l banquet;
a most enjoyable golf day was held last September: A sell-out
luncheon was sponsored during the mid-winter meeting of the
Maryland State Bar Association ; and a well-attended general membership meeting was held in February. The Association can justly
say that 1972 was a " good year."
.
'
With the addition of the 1973 graduating seniors. the Alumni
Association membership will swell , and with the increased participation , the Association hopes that 1973 will be a "great year."
Several activities have already been scheduled for the spring and
the fall of ' 73. During the week of April 30th a telephone campaign
for the Annual Roll Call will be conducted. The Alumnus of the
Year Award Dinner will be held on May 30 at Blue. Crest North.
Fall will bring the annual golf tournament as well as two Association sponsored trips. Other events will be ann(.::'1ced later. The
Association cordially invites students and graduates to join in these
activities.
To the graduating seniors the Association says. "Plan now to become active members of your organization," and to the students ,
"Stop by the Alumni Office and volunteer your services."
The Alumni Association extends best wishes to all administrators, faculty members, and students in the School of Law.
Sincerely yours,
Albert L. Sklar
Presiden t

BEIIHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
One Bloclc Inside Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring Maryland

MARYLAND BAR EIAM
Registrations are now being taken
For The June 4, 1973 Short Course

I FOR THE JULY 1973 BAR EXAM I

Phone Drive Set
By UB Alumni
The University of Baltimore Alumni Association has
issued an invitation for volunteers to assist in its annual
telephone solicitation campaign scheduled for 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. each day the week of April 30.
The Phone-a-Thon is under the direction of Charles E.
Gresham, Jr., vice president for development and alumni affairs.
In 1972 a total of $136,853.93 was received from alumni,
faculty, corporations, foundations, and friends of the university. The alumni response last year was over 18 per cent of
the total membership. This percentage figure surpassed the
national average of alumni donQrs.
Calls will be made to those graduates . who live within the
toll-free area. The university now has approximately 12,000
graduates whose current addresses are on file , and 87 per
cent of them live in the Baltimore metropolitan area.

THANK YOU

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT:

The Forum and 1 would

Thomas L. 8eigh, '

like to thank the Alumni

510-D North Fl,ede,iclc Avenue Gaithersburg, Moryland 20160

Pho... 948~&555

or 460-8.350'

4

for their support of our
paper.
;.;

H.J.S.
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ALUMNI REPORT
Judge Sklar To Receive
U.

0.( B. Alumni Award

Judge Albert L Sklar, Supreme Bnch of Baltimore City,
president of the University of Baltimore Alumni Association
since the spring of 1967, has been named to receive the 1973
Alumnus of the Year Award at the seventh annual alumni
award dinner May 30 at Blue Crest North in Pikesville.
Judge Sklar, who was educated in the Baltimore city
school system, earned his bachelor of laws degree from the
University of Baltimore and was admitted to the Maryland
State Bar in 1932.
He was a member of the General Assembly from 1939
through 1954. He co-sponsored with the late Bertram L.
Boone a bill that created the High School Equivalence Law,
a pioneering adult educational procedure In the United
States.
-

Tax Revision Group
In 1939 he was appointed to the Tax Revision Commission of Maryland, serving until 1941. Judge Sklar also
has been a member of the Postwar Development and Reconstruction Commission of Maryland; was chairman of the
Commission to Revise the Public Service Commi,.ssion Laws
of Maryland; was a member and later chairman of the Public
Service Commission of Maryland; and was a member of the
Tri-State Commission which negotiated a new Maryland .
mass transit compact with Virginia and the District of
Columbia.
He was a member of the executive committee of the
National Association of Rulroad and Utilities Commissioners and vice president of the Great Lakes Association
of Railroad ana Utilities Co'm missioners. Judge Sklar was
appointed to the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City in 1964.

Symphony Board
His activities in civic,. religious and charitable
organizations include chairmanship of the advisory C~uncil
of the Baltimore Metropolitan Transit Authority and membership on the board of the Baltimore Symphony
Association.
Judge Sklar was instrumental in obtaining a $1 million
construction grant from the State of Maryland and $1.25
million in Federal matching funds, as well as $500,000 in
private contributions, making possible the complete
remodeling and renovation of the former Kelly Building,
Mount Royal Avenue & North Charles Street, in to the
universitys' new Academic Center.
. During Judge Sklar's tenure as president of the Alumni
Association, the group's paying membership increased more
than 600 per cent between 1967 and 1971, at which time the
association waived its dues requirement In favor of
automatically admitting all graduates to membership.
Judge Sklar will retire from the presidency of the
Association in July, 1973, to be succeeded by fellow judge
and long-time friend Daniel L. Friedman (District Court of
Maryland). Judge Sklar will then head the list of "Past
Presidents of the Alumni Association" and will continue as a
member of the board of governors.

Alumnus
Letter
Dear Alumnus:
THE HONORABLE ALBERT L ..
SKLAR, LL.B. '32, who has served as
President of the Alumni Association
since the spring of 1967, will receive the
Alumnus of the Year Award at the
Alumni Association's Seventh Annual
Award Dinner on Wednesday, May 30,
1973, at Blue Crest North in Pikesville,
Maryland .
Judge Sklar, who was educated in the
Baltimore City School System, earned
his Bachelor of Laws degree from the
University of Baltimore in 1932 . Following his admittance to the Maryland
State Bar that year, he began his private
practice.
In 1938 Judge Sklar was elected to the
General Assembly of Maryland and
subsequently served four consecutive
terms, 1939 through 1954. One of his
outstanding accomplishments during this
time was his co-sponsorship with the late
Bertram L. Boone of the bill which
created the High School Equivalence
Law, a pioneering adult educational procedure in the U.S. He was appointed by
the Governor to the Tax Revision Commission of Maryland; was Chairman of
the Commission to Revise the Public Service Commission Laws of Maryland; and
was a member of the Tri-State Commission which negotiated a new compact on
mass transit between Maryland,. Virginia
and the District of Columbia . He was a
member of the Executive Committee of
the National Association of Railroad
and Utilities Commissioners and was
also Vice President of the Great Lakes
Association of Railroad and Utilities
Commissioners. His civic service in-'
cludes chairmanship of the Advisory
Council of the Baltimore Metropolitan
Transit Authoirty and membership on
the Board of the Baltimore Symphony
Association.
In 1964 Judge Sklar was appointed to
the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City
and has served in that capacity since.

His activities in civic, religious and
charitable organizations and drives are
multitudinous. He has received honors
and accolades for his untiring efforts in
assisting with these numerous organ izations.
The devotion Judge Sklar has demonstrated to the University and the Alumni
Association is immeasurable. During the
time that members of the Association
were enrolled by the payment of dues the
membership increased 600% under his
leadership. He began with a small group
of loyal alumni and built an organization worthy of the name "Alumni
Association'" and will continue to serve
as a member of the Board of Governors.
Under his direction and guidance the
Alumni Association has become a supporting arm of the University.
Judge Sklar is married to the former
Sayde Jacobson, and they have two children-Steven and Barbara .
The University of Baltimore Alumni
Association considers it an honor and a
privilege to present the "Alumnus of the
Year Awar~' for 1973 to Judge Albert
L. Sklar.
Mayor William Donald Sch"m~
recipient of the 1972 award, will present
this year's award to Judge Sklar.
Preceding the dinner, a reception featuring hors d'oeuvres and open bar will
be held from 6:15 p.m : to 7:30 p.m. Dinner will be served at the conclusion of
the reception. Tickets priced at $12.00
per person are available in the Alumni
Office . For your conven ience a reservation blank is printed below. As space is
limited, please complete and mail the
blank with your check to the Alumni Office promptly. The ticket covers the open
bar reception, dinner, checking, parking,
tax, and gratuity.
Sincerely yours,
Dan iel Fried man
Executive Vice President

..

UB Alumni
FEATURING
The Alumni Association of the University of Baltimore is very proud to claim many distinguished members ,of the judicial systems of the city and the state.

Court

Number of U. of B.
Graduates Who Are Judges

Maryland Court of Special Appeals
Supreme Bench of Baltimore City
District Court System of Maryland
Circuit Courts of the Counties
Orphans Courts of the Counties

2
6

20
5
I

• Two volumes of course outlines of outstanding quality.
• Seven weeks' of classroom explanation and discussion of past and hypothetical bar exam
questions and answers.
• Quality instruction by a young, dynamic faculty willing to do more than just what is
required.
• A revised course designed to keep you abreast of recent changes)n the law and the bar
exam itself.
..
• A pragmatic cQurse, limited in size, and taught in classrooms located in central downtown Baltimore.
(301) 987-1117 ANYTIME, DAY'OR NIGHT, OR
MARYLAND BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 1144
LANGLEY PARK, MARYLAND 20787

,.,
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Hague Academy: Pros and Cons
by J. Kenneth Littman
Having spent July, 1972 at
the Hague Academy of Interna_tional Law in the Netherlands,
I've been asked to contribute a
few thoughts regarding the
relative pros and cons of that
experience.
Let me begin by saying that
if you've never been to Europe
before, taking the summer
course at the Hague Academy is
one of the most economical
ways to go. Air fare is the only
large expense. The academy
arranges for visiting students to
live in private homes with Dutch
families at a cost of roughly $60.
This includes breakfast. The cost
of the summer course itself is
only about $15.
Okay, so why go to the
Hague Academy at all? Well, if
you've never been to Europe and
you're anxious to go, that's one
good reason. Secondly, and
more validly to us as law
students, the Hague Academy of
International Law is the center
of international law in Europe.
If you are seriously interested in
international law, it is well
worth your while to consider
the course. If you're not, and
northern Europe holds no
particular fascination for you,
then there are many better ways
that you could spend the
summer.
The Hague, along with
Amsterdam and Rotterdam, is
-one of the three largest cities in
the Netherlands. (I do not say
"in Holland;" Holland, in case
you've been confused, is a
~~ction of the Netherlands, just

as Russia is part of the Soviet
Union. It is similar to one of our
states.) Despite its population of
around 700,000, the Hague has
the atmosphere of a large town.
Although it is the royal capitol,
the seat of the Dutch
parliament, and the diplomatic
center of the Netherlands, the
Hague is very provincial and
typically Dutch, having none of
the cosmopolitan character of
Amsterdam or the bustling
in dustry of Rotterdam. As
fellow UB law student Sam
Dolcemascolo and I quickly
found out, a foreigner's greatest
preoccupation while in the
Hague will be to avoid the many
bicycles and motor scooters that
s warm over streets an d
sidewalks. In the Hague, even
automobiles are intimidated by
their two-wheeled rivals.
The Hague Academy of
International Law is located in
the Peace Palace in the heart of
the city. The Peace Palace itself
is a striking edifice built by
Andrew Carnegie in 1903. It was
formerly the home of the
League of Nations Court, and is
currently the residence of the
Permanent International Court
of Justice and the United
Nations Court. The court is
composed of leading jurists from
many countries, including one
American justice. The late
Charles Evans Hughes was once a
member of this court.
The Peace Palace, which is
really the only tourist attraction
in the Hague, is surrounded by
beautiful lawns and gardens
which are maintained at a cost
of in excess of $1 million

(unlike their Flemish an<jFrench
annually.
And o ccasionally, when it was neighbors) do like Americans,
Lectures at the academy are possible to cut through the but the very fe w Dutch people
Monday thru Friday, from 9 verbiage, I found that what was who ~ 'do speak any English
a.m. till noon. The official said while appearing to be (generally the young who have
languages of the Hague Academy v ague , w as in realit y studied it in school) speak it
are English and French, so unless meaningless.
about as well as you or I speak
you are fluently bilingual, you' ll
If I learned anything at all our high school Spanish or
be listening to approximately about private international law French. Unless y~u go into one
half of the lectures through . during my three weeks at the of the major tourist-oriented
earphones while the lecture is Hague Academy it was not by hotels or restaurants in
simultaneously translated. 'sitting through fifteen hours per Amsterdam, you aren' t likely to
Frankly, this is not the most week of excrutiatingly boring have,
man y i n - d e p t h
stimulating way to listen to a lectures , but by researching and conversations with the Dutch.
lecture . Frequently the writing the paper each UB Incidentally , I found the Dutch
translators would have trouble student was required to produce language to be murderous on the
keeping pace with the lecturer, to receive academic credit for tongue, but very pleasant to the
with the result that key the trip'. the to pic I had chosen ear, sounding somewhat like a
sentences were often slurred was "Problems of Salvage in cross between German and
over, or the proper emphasis was International Maritime Law," Swedish.
lacking. All of the lecturers were and all the research was done in
I would advise against a trip
distinguished European the Hague Academy Library to the Hague if you are used to
professors, and all of the lectures (which presented several unique the comforts of home and you
dealt with some aspect of private difficulties since the library don't acclimate easily. Such
international law. (The second contains works in virtually every "luxuries" as central heating and
summer session of the academy , European language). I found the hot running water are unheard
conducted in August, deals with research paper requirement to be ·of to Dutch families. However, if
public international law.) The a valuable learning experience you don' t mind the horrt:ndous
emphasis in all of these lectures which gave me some elementary Dutch climate (lots of rain and
was on European legal problems exposure to admiralty law - an around 55 degrees in the
(or more correctly, European area of the law which I've found summer) and you bring lots of
business problems) with very interesting ever since).
turtle-neck sweaters and don ' t
little if any real relevancy to the
As is so often true, I found mind feeling constantly damp
U.S.
that there' was more t6 be (remember, three-fourths of the
The lectures dealt with ' learned outside of the classroom Netherlands is below sea level
prote ction of investments, than in, and it was interesting to and the whole country is
international air transport, be surrounded by civil law surrounded by water) you'll do
problems of international studen ts . and not to ' see a fine. Dutch fo od is terrible,
maritime law, and the will of the casebook in sight. The American period.
parties in private international students at the academy were,
On the positive side, you will
law. I soon found that my ear far and away, the best educated enjoy being in a country that is
was not atuned to the European studen ts in attendan ce. The spotlessly ciean , and where the
style of lecturing which seemed typical European law student is buses and streetcars aren't
to cherish rhetoric and the equivalent of one of our covered with graffiti and
philosophy rather than the underg r aduates having gone chewing gum. And, you'll have
problem-solving i methodology directly from "high school" into to travel far to find friendlier
which I had become accustomed the study of law. No matter how more accomodating people than
to in college and law school. many times we tried to explain the Dutch. Regrettably, the
it, the Europeans were unable to scenery in the Netherlands is
·understand our undergraduate- fl at , green and monotonous .
graduate system. In Italy ,
I would have to list sitting in
Netherlands, Germany, France, on a session of the United
etc., you are a practicing lawyer Nations Court (a disput~
after four years of study. And, between India and Pakistan) and
as best as we could determine, a visit to the U.S. Embassy
there is no equivalent of our bar (which has been the scene of
exam. Forget that nonsense several violent demonstrations)
about h ow we ll-e du ca t ed as t he high-points of my stay in
E uropean stu dents are ; the t he Hague. It see med more than
seven-year ro ad to become a a little strange to be five
lawyer is unheard of over there, thousan d miles from ho me and
and any one with that mu ch to walk into the American
post-seco ndary school edu cation embassy and , suddenly ' see huge
is looked upon as very highly pictures of President Nixon and
educated. Sam Dolce mascolo the U. of B.' s most fam ous
and I lived in a Dutch home wi th alumnus smiling down. The U.S.
.two 18-year-old Italian "law ' am b assa d o r to ld a ll th e
s tud e n ts" (they were America n stud ents about the
academically eq uivalent to an Netherl an ds and U.S. policy
American college freshman ), one towards the Dutch including
Moroccan student , an d one much "did yo u k now that .. ,
Swiss "professor." The Swiss trivia." (i .e. , th e Neth erland s is
"professor" had taught at a the largest buyer of U.S. goods
leading Swiss university. He was in Europe, the th ree largest
coming to North America to be c orpo r a t ions in the world
an assistant to an instructor at outside of the U.S . are
the University of Toronto. He Dutch-owned - Shell, Unilever,
was dismayed to fi nd that his and Philips Electronics , etc.)
four-year Swiss doctorate wasn ' t An d the no-nonsense U.S.
going to be honored by' the Marine Corps Ho nor Guard
Canadian university .
stood i1) stark co ntrast to the
Perhaps I shoul d shatter one many shaggy-haired Dutch
more myth. This is the familiar soldier$ that we frequently saw
"they all speak English over touring the Peace Palace.
there" myth. Space li mi ts me
If you attend t he summer
fro m reco unt ing the many session of the Hague Academy,
hu morous episodes that occured you'll receive academic cre dit
because of the language barrier, an d a certificate in either French
but, and let me (to paraphrase or English.
that fa mous Duke University law
graduate) make this perfectly
clear, there is indeed a language
ANNOUNCEMENT
barrier. Excep t for the more
c o smop o l i t an places in
VISTA nee d s law-sc hoo l
Amsterdam, the Dutch do not
graduates to work in legal aid
speak English. Many of them
and legal se rvices programs.
speak German (although they
Positions are in all types of lowdon' t like to ) or French, but not
in co me comm unities thr oughEnglish, which, incidentally, I
out the United States . It is not.
was told, th e Dutch find to be
necessary to be a mem ber of the
an e x ce edingly difficult
language. Heaven help you if lo cal ba r to work as a VISTA.
informa you're ever lost in the Hague. lawyer. Fo r further
tion, call co ll ect to the,
(which I almost continually
'ACTI ON Recru iting office at
was). The Dutch are won derfully
warm, friendly people, and they (202) 38 2-2 84 I .

BOOKSTORE GOES DISCOUNT!!
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Exam Schedule
DAY EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - 1973 SPRING SEMESTER
The last day for Day Classes will be Friday , April 20, 1973. All examinations will be
held in Charles Hall.

9 :00 A.M . - 12 Noon

DATE
Thurs.
April 26

EVENING EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - 1973 SPRING SEMESTER
The last day for Evening Classes will be Friday , April 20, 1973 . All examinations
will be held in Charles Hall from 6 :30 to 9:30 P.M., except as otherwise indicated.

2 :50 P.M. - 5:50 P.M.

DATE-EVENING

COURSE

Torts II (D I) Mr. Bernhardt
Ro om 318
Torts II (0 2) Mr. Ensor
Rooms 404 & 406
Evidence (D I) Mr. Cunningham
Room 320
Evidence (D2) Mr. Topper
Room 316

:Thurs., April 26

Torts II (N I) Mr. Bernhardt - Room 318
Torts" (N2) Mr. Glenn - Rooms 404 & 406
Evidence (Nl) Mr. Gunningham - Rooms 320 fA. 428
Evidence (N2) Mr. Topper - Room 316

Fri., April 27

Criminal Procedure (N) Mr. deKowzan - Room 318

Fri .
Criminal Procedure (N)
April 27
Mr. deKowzan - Room 316
---- - - - Corporations
---------(D-I)----- - ---- ------- - - ---- ------ --Mr. Shapiro
Sat.
April 28
Ro o m 316
Corporations (D2) Mr. Steele
Rooms 404 & 406
Legislation (D) Mr. Buddeke
Room 210
Maryland Proced ure II (D)
Mon.
April 30
Mr. Isaacson - Room 316

Sat., April 28
' 9 AM -12 Noon

Corporations (NI) Mr. Steele - Rooms 404, 406 & 320
Corporations (N2) Mr. Shapiro - Rooms 316 & 318
Legislation (N) Mr. Buddeke - Room 210

Mon ., April 30

Maryland Procedure II (N I) Mr. Isaacson - Room 316
Maryland Procedure" (N2) Mr. Theiblot - Rooms 406 &
404
Personal Property (NI) Mr. Shannonhouse - Room 320
Personal Property (N2) Mr. Liss - Room 318

Tues. , May I

Urban Land Use (N) Mr. Scott - Room 320
Comm. Trans . " (NI & N2) Mr. A. Sachs - Rooms 316 &
318

Wed ., May 2

Constitutional Law" (N I) Mr. Crager - Room 316
Constitutional Law II (N2) Mr. Ensor - Rooms 404 & 406

Thurs., May 3

Future Interestes (N) Mr. Curtis - Room 320
Contracts" (N I) Mr. Mohammad - Room 316
Cont racts" (N2) Mr. McMillan - Rooms 404 & 406

Fri ., May 4

Compo Bus. Prac. (N) Mr. Davidson - Room 318
Conflict of Laws (N) Mr. Phillips - Room 320

Sat. , May 5
9 AM - 12 Noon

Civil Procedure II (N) Mr. Fryer - Room 320

Mon. , May 7

______ _

Comm. Trans. "(DI) Mr. Steele
Compo Bus Prac. (D)
Rooms 404 & 406
Mr. Davidson - Room 320
Comm . Trans" (D2) Mr. Mohammad
_ _Room
_ _ _ _316
______ L ___________ _ ______ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ _

Real Property II (N I & N2) Mr. Gerber - Rooms 316, 318
& 320
Equit. Rem. & Dam. (N) Mr. McMillan - Rooms 404 & 406 .-

Sat.
May 5

Civil Procedure II (D I & D2)
Mr. Fryer - Room 3 16

Tues. , May 8

Debtor-Creditor Relations (N) Mr. Isaacson - Room 318

Mon.
May 7

Criminal Law (D I)
Mr. Shannonhouse - Room 316
Criminal Law (D2)
Mr. Borgerding - Room 318

Tues.
May I

Federal Income Taxation (D)
Mr. Buddeke - Room 318

Wed.
May 2

Constitutional Law II (D I)
Mr. Ensor ..: Rooms 318 & 320
Constitutional Law II (D2)
Mr. Crager - Room 3 16

Thill~ --- - ---- - --- - --- - --- -- - ---F~Ure~t~ests(Df - - --- --

May 3

Mr. Curtis - Room 318
Contracts II (D I) Mr. Cooper
Room 316
Contracts" (D2) Mr. Mohammad
Rooms 404 fA. 406

Fri .
May 4

- ------ - --------------------- ---- --- - ---------- - - -

Tues.
May 8

Equit. Rem. & Dam. (D)
Mr. McMillan - Rooms 404 &
406
Debtor-Creditor Relations (D)
Mr. Isaacson - Room 318

Wed.
May 9

Property II (D I & D2)
Mr. Shannonhouse - Rooms 316 & 318

Thurs.
May 10

Conflict of Laws (D)
Mr. Davidson - Room 318

Environmental Law (N) Mr. Lasson - Room 3.20
~
---- -- ---- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- ---- -- - - -- --------- ~ - ---. -

Wed. , May 9

Thurs. , May 10

Modem Land Transactions (N) Mr. Scott - Room 318

Fri., May II

Legal Accounting (N) Mr. Cooper - Room 318

Sat., May 12
9 AM - 12 Noon

Federal Juris & Proc. (N) Mrs. Ainslie - Room 320
Jurisprudence (N) Mr. Cunningham - Room 318

--- ----------------- - --- ------------ - ------------ -

Fri.
May II

Modem Land Trnas. (D)
Mr. Scott - Room '316

Legal Accounting (D)
Mr. Cooper - Room 316

Sat.
May 12

Federal Juris. & Proc. (D)
Mrs. Ainslie - Room 318
Jurisprudence (D) Mr. Cunningham
Room 320

LAW REVIEW

SUllllller Schedule

COMPETITION

All classes meet from 6: 10 to 8: 30 P.M. with one 10 minute break at 7: 15. Maximum
load 8 hours. Recommended load no more than 6 hours.

FIRST PERIOD
May 2 1 to June 29 , 1973
(All courses 2 semester hours credit)
INSTRUCTOR
DA YS

SUBJECT
Future Interests
International Business Trans.
Comparative Law
Products Liability
Workmens Compensation

SUBJECT

SUBJECT
Insurance
Mortgages
Securities Regulation
Law & Social Reform

ROOM

J. Isaacson
N. Mohammad
H. Cunningham
A. R. Ensor
R. G. Shannonhouse

M-W
M-W
T-TH
T-TH
T-TH

318
322
322
320
316

SECOND PERIOD
May 29 to July 27 , 1973
(All courses 3 semester hours credit)
INSTRUCTOR

DAYS

ROOM

M-W
M-W
T-TH
T-TH

316
320
318
404

Criminal Procedure
Roman Law
Income Tax
Equitable Remedies & Damages

R. G. Shannonhouse
H. Cunningham
N. Mohammad
R. W. McMillan

THIRD PERIOD
July 2 to August 10, 1973
(All courses 2 semester hours credit)
INSTRUCTOR
DAYS
J. Isaacson
M-W
S. Cooper
M-W~'
S. Cooper
T-TH
E. r Davidson
' T-TH

.,

EXTENDED

ROOM
318
322
320
316

DEADLINE fOR CASE NOTES
EXTENDED TO JUNE 8.

NEW APPLICANTSBRING ACCEPTED.
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Failure Of Crilllinal Jus,tice

The Process

Of Education
by
Stu Robinson
Education seems to be bo th a
cyc li c and infinite process.
Those who were once st ud ents
pecome teachers who in turn
ieach other studen ts wh i Ie perhaps sti ll students themselves.
Just a.s the professors, utili ze
class room ed ucation in terms of
grading students , st ud ents
shou ld be offered a viab le voice
in grading their professo rs. The
ability to research a topic is a
rare gift and needed in the lega l
profession. However , perhaps
more important to a student on
a personal leve l is the ab ili ty or
lack of ability of a pr ofessor to
transfer his wea lth of knowledge to those he or she may
teach. While th is writer ack now ledges the pr ob le m of the student being a transient in terms
of schoo l tenure, he does have a
vested interest in hi s future. Unfortunately , the problem that
ex ists in regard to Unive rsity o f
Baltimore o r any o ther law students not passing the Bar eXa ms
does not rest with th e st ud e n ts
in any way academically alo ne
but is perhaps better recogn iz ed
in the lack o f communication in
regard to the course mater ia l
from professor to stud e n t (assumin g the st ud ent is conscie n tious).
ny ed ucationa l system o r
free soc ie ty for th at matt e r re li es heavily o n th e free interchange of position and negative
crit icism and then have the ap propriate action taken once a
goa l is estab li shed. It is this writer's conte ntion that one of the
main functions of a law schoo l
is to equip an individual in the
best possibl e manner to utili ze
the too l k now ledge obtai ned
through the law schoo l endea-

Quickee Offset
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XEROX 7000 COPIES
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originals)
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COMPOSITION
COMPLETE
COMMERICAL
STATIONERY AND
LEGAL PRINTING

2302 North Charles Street
Baltimore,Maryland 2121
467·5800

vor. It is in this regard that per haps we have been neg lected,
yet we are the casualty both individually in not being able to
functi on in the legal pr ofess io n
due to lack of being abl e to
think problems th r o ugh leg all y
and logica ll y a nd caus ing the
institution as a whole to suffer
by o u r lack of ability to pass the
Bar exams. It further wou ld be
absurd to assum e that a st ud ent
voice in teacher-evaluation
wo ul d be self-destr uctive in
te rm s of the institution. We are
presumably , logical hu man bein gs with t he ab ili ty to contribute in a const ructive man ner,
yet we remain suppr essed in this
vita l area of teacher evaluation.
This writer recom me nd s in conjuncti o n with the views prese n ted that the powers that be
ta ke the fo 1I 0wing co ur se of action which in the lo ng run will
ho pefully pr o du ce a higher
standard of ed ucat io n :
(I) Results and utili zati o n of
st ud ent eva lu ati o n of pr ofesso rs
sho uld be compiled and made
ava il ab le to both the students
a nd professors. This obj ect ive
qu es ti o nn aire ca n give the professor some insight in regard to
his ove rall class approach a nd
per haps rend e r some id eas to
impr ove the situati o n if need ed .
(2) A viabl e stud ent vo ice is
needed in pr o fes so r selection
and eva lu ati on as we a re the
pe rso ns most directly affected
in terms of th e classroom situation. The utili zati o n o f this evaluati o n should be within the actual decision making process so
as to give weight to the eva luation pr ocess. Afte r all , aren' t we
a ll working fo r the same thing ;
an in stitution we can be pr o ud
of and in turn serve o ur pr ofes sio n a nd commun ity in an o ptimum man ner ?

Harvey Joel Slovis
' - 1 ente'red' law'''sc!1ool with the idea ' that'one '
day it would be my job to help the accused
crim inal , whom William Kuntsler convinced me
had been abused beyond belief b.y the system,
The public defender system has given me the opportunity to work within the system and find out
what really happens.

buck onto the courts which are too liberal with'
accused criminais, It is obscene that the
population of this country believes this verbal
nonsense, I, for 6ne, do not. It is the entire
political structure ' and system that drives the
courts into inefficiency. It \8 about time that we
face up to certain realities in, our society.
One cannot expect violent crime to disappear
when the whole country is conditioned to it. A
child growing up in our society is surrounded
by the old ultra-yiolence. Television exalts
killing and murder. Also, in certain movies, the
hero has been a criminal who has been suc' cessful in his exploit's. America cannot expect to
eliminate'violence when it isperpetratingan im·
• moral war in Southeast Asia.
The jail system is a complete atroCity. First offenders ' are packed in with hardened criminals
which results in their ultimate frustration and
lack of effort to rehabilitate. Many ilo into jail
",unskilled" .in.. !~~_~l!Ys of crime and come out a
real professional. Where e lse can one learn so
Skillfully the ways and means of crime? The
complete inhumanity exhibited in jail '
u ltimately, does nothing to protect the public at
large. It is just such intolerable co ndi tions in
our jails that lead to increased 'violence when
the prisoners are released . I choose not to delve
deeper into this matter but am strivinb ;0 point
out some of the salient problems in our dealings
with criminals.
I n short, the essence of my articl e has been
that when the accused gets to the courts, it IS ofte n too late for justice to take effect. Once
someone is' convicted , he is sent to the ultim ate '
end!--the penal system. So muc h could and'
sho uld be done to try to reform o ur system and
to turn a round our priorities but, unfortunately ,
the focus of blame falls o n the wro ng place ; the
courts. It is urged strongly that m Iney and co n cern be filtered into our society before and after
the Judicial process begins.

It is my impression that the courts are the last
stronghold of justice in a barren wasteland of
incompetence and immorality. The judges that I
have come in contact with have been men of vir. tur e a nd integrity. They repeatedly cau't ion the
defendants about the seriousness of the charge
and no right available to the accused is left un,mentioned. There is a sweet sense of feeling for
human life that exudes from these men in their
'black robes. The policeman, who is testifying
against the accused, is trying (only ninety percent of the time), to do his job . He is not inc
terested in making examples of certain people
or in carrying ' out personal vendettas . The
State's' Attorney, who is ' bogged down with 80
o ut of 90 cases, is 'more than reasonable. The
fair trial is the norm not the ·exception.
Everyone involved in the judicial arena is trying
. to do their job in an at mos phere of futility . Each
morning I go into court, there are at least ten
.cases involving alcoholics. The judges are in a
very precarious position in that they have no
place to send these people. The state just doesn't
have the facilities to offer assistance to these
downtrodden people. Everyone knows that
these people will be back again committing
.another crime. For instance, there are a
multitutde of drunks who, with no intent to do
so, commit petty crimes. Instead of screaming
"Law and Order" politicians should begin to
allocate funds in an earnest an d (that misunder- ·
stood and over-used phrase) honest effort, to
rehabilitate such people .
Where does the "wheel" of excuses and blame
_~s~t~O!p~?~lt~U~o~p=s~W~it~h~t~he~p~o~l~i~ti~c~~~n~s~w~h~o~p~a~s~s~t~h~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.
-

~~~From SBA~~~
by:
Carl '
A,
Maio
President Student Bar Association
As I look back ove r the past
yea r I find it difficult to summari ze the activities o f the
Student Bar Associatio n . The
day this adm ini strat io n too k office it was decided two po li c ies
wo ul d be implemented, fore ign
a n d domest ic. Immediat e l y
ro undt abtes were in st itut ed and
cont in ued through the summ er ,

Bethune Memorial
by Barbara Jefferson
Have you eve r pa rti cipated in the pr ocess of memorializing a
great American by placing a sta tut e o f that American in one of
America's public parks? All people who co ntribute to thi s process if
they wish will have th e ir na mes preserved for all the world to see in
a "Ro ll of H o nor" Book o n pub lic disp lay.
I , Barbara Jefferson , am worki ng in this way to ra ise th e
necessary fund s to p lace a statute of Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, a
sym bol of the black strugg le in , a nd co ntribu tion to, America in
Lincol Park , Washington , D.C. , whi ch is being rehabilitated to
become an oas is for co ncerts , plays , educationa l forums and
pleasure .
She became an adviso r to four U.S. Presidents and fought to erase
pove rty , ign orance and congen ital servit ude. It 's a little way to perform a mo numental tas k. One dollar contributions will he lp a lot.
See me o r inquire furth er at Th e Fo rum office .
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Festive Party
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o ne a mo nth , to pl a n programs
in eac h area.
No matte r what plan s were
pr o posed o ur attent io n was
constantly focused on law
schoo l accredation. We we re to
receive our answer as soon as the
distinguished grad uates of thi s
ABA annua l conventio n was
in stit ui o n are possessed with a
held in San Francisco.
plethera of tale n t that ca n be
For three years the SBA has
used by the students.
been contr ibutin g its share so
The SBA acknow ledges that
that as students we co uld
more emp hasis is needed on the
demonstrate to the A BA that
domestic front. This SBA, like
the University of Baltimore
School of Law is deserving of any o ther organ iza ti on is on Iy
as good as its members want it
accredations. It was in that
to be. Attempts ca n be made to
sphe re of professional ism that
generate motivation but the
the id eas of law stud en ts were
SBA ca nn ot fo rce anyone to
considered and imp leme nt ed
participate in its objectives.
where practical. And so this adWhere programs need new
ministration emba rk ed o n
programs to further the ideals direction the students shou ld
work together with the officers
of the st ud en ts.
Clear l y , this SBA has 'of the SBA to initiate such
procedures. No, the SBA did
established
a
n ational
reputation surpassing that of not accomp li sh al l that it set o ut
to do, but we honestly tried. Afother law schoo ls . Most
ter four year.s of growth much
significantly our internships
still needs to be done . This adand clerkships o ffer much more
ministration is but a sma ll part
for stud en ts as far as the pracof a great complex of intricacies
tical ities o f the profession
that go into the development of
demand . Without naming them
a reputable law scho o l. I think
all , suffice it to say that there is
it is a safe ass umpti on to state
sufficien t diversity to satisfy
that we have all contributed to
most everyone. We have earthat growth through the SBA.
nestly sought to en hance the
Finally , the
next
adcredibi lity of the law scho o l
ministration will face new
here in our own community , the
challenges. In light of the richly
state, and nationally . Attending
talen ted studen ts en ro lied here
more conferences than ever
I am en couraged that these
before, we were given the opchallenges will be faced with
portunity to participate with
high spir ited enth usi asm, just as
other law schoo Is in matters
in the past. The years ahead will
that effected the study o f law ,
education of the community , see the birth of a new law
sch o ol complex, and a's
and developing a closer
President of the SBA I can
asSOCiatIOn WIth practicing atto rneys through o ur local bar .speak for all students and say
that we are proud of this law
associations. This year our
school and feel a deep sense of
relationship with the Alumni
personal satisfaction knowing
Association
has
been
we each participated in the
strenghened. More energy is
growth of this law school.
needed in this area as the
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Judaic Law
Rabbi Brockman Speaks
On Monday evening, March 19th, Professor Harold Cun- '
ningham's day and "evening Jurisprudence classes were'
treated to a panel discussion keynoted by Rabbi Herbert
Brockman. The topic of the evening was the "Evolution of
Jewish legal thought and its effect on today's Judeo-Christian
legal tradition."
Rabbi Brockman opened the evening with an exposition
on Jewish legal development. He spoke of the effect of the
surrounding environment on the development of Jewish law
and noted three significant periods of Jewish legal history.
Rabbi Brockman discussed how Jewish law has changed
from the simple code of ethics of a tribal nomatic people to
the development of property law by an agrarian society and
finally the sophistication of the law in an urban environment.
Joining Rabbi Brockman on the panel were Rabbi Israel
Dreiden, Father Max Schulte , Reverend Wofford Smith, Edward Wenck and Jurisprudence students Larry Elder and
Dudley Dixon .
After the keynote address a discussion ensued as to the effect of the Jewish legal development on the common law and
the similarities and differences between Christian legal development and Jewish legal development. The Jurisprudence
students, on the panel, Elder and Dixon , contributed to the
discussion by associating the remarks of the theologians to
pertinent readings done by the Jurisprudence classes.
ProfessorC-unningham has assured his students and other
members of the Law School community that more presentations such as this will occur in the future and all interested
persons will be invited to attend.

No Jury: No Justice
by Fred Goldstein
There exists in the present
criminal court system a formula
which spawns hatred. A person
can be arrested on Thursday,
arraigned, shake hands with his ,
attorney, and if convicted,
sentenced and incarcerated by
Monday . The underlying cause
for this expeditious due process
is our lack of concern for the
root of the problem-interaction
between society (namely the
court) and the accused. The
'single practice most responsibltl
for this sit un hon is plea
bargain·jng.
Plea bargaining' means exactly
what it says: a plea is taken from
the accused and accepted by the
court . The result when the plea
is accepted is that a jury is not
used and the charge often
reduced. Advocates of plea
bargaining say that it is the only
practical way to even attempt to
clear the overloaded dockets.
"Of about 101,000 defendants
found guilty in New York City's
misdemeanor courts last year,
more than 98,000 pleaded
guilty. During the first eight
months
of, 1971,
2,067
defendants were convicted of
felonies in the Bronx Supreme
Court. Of these, 1,969 pleaded
guilty. The numbers vary from '
jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but it
has been estimated that 90
percent of all convictions in this
country are by the defendant's
plea of guilty." (New York
Times Magazine, May 28, 1972,
Section 6 at p . 14, col. 2) . Wha~
the advocates of plea bargaining
are in effect saying is that it is
better to take care of the
majority of the cases in a
"helter-skelter" fashion instead of
adjudicating any by-process.
Problems also arise as to the .
defendant's
immunity
from
other crimes after the plea is
accepted - the enforceability of
the plea agreement: See 43
A.L.R. 3d 281.
I
Basically,
the
procedure
developed
like
this.
The
prosecutor has the facts on his
'slde, t-he defendant's bargaining
point is asking for a jury. trial,
thereby putting a stop to the
State's docket. Further, since
the dockets have such a backlog ,1
the ac~use~_ does not wartt to

Securities Regulation

(Continued from page 2)
grounds that the "naked" opwait for trial. The present tions being so ld were securities
system is a perfect atmosphere and were being marketed in viofor
this practice, all the lation of the registration and
essentials are there to make it sec urities fraud provisions of
"function." Yet the point of the Maryland Securities Act.
justice has been brushed aside
Judge Kenneth Proctor, in a
along with adversary conditions. landma rk decision, ' ruled that
What the proponents of plea the offe ring and sale of combargaining fail to consider is that modity options constit uted
the accused is to be brought "secur ities" and were therefore
before his peers; this is not only subject to regulation. by the
a
co rnerstone
of
legal Maryland Securities Commisphilosophy but the only way to sion. In granting the injunction ,
bring out new issues, to create Judge Proctor also appointed a
"faith" and to show reason for conservator to protect the firm 's
the body of criminal law. A • assets, ant icipat in g eventual
society that fosters anything less selection of a permanent reis no society at all. I do not ceiver. On March 7, a Consent
mean to imply that the accused Degree was signed, granting Mr.
could be given every possible Shapiro all the relief sought in
right over the rights of the entire ' the act io n .
society. There is no question as '
The case represen ted the fi rst
to the ~~essity of insuring the judicial decision in the U.S.
rights of the public. However, holding that commodity options
when you put a man in jail, by a , were securit ies and also reprequick, unyielding scheme. with sented the first case in
no understanding of why he is Maryland in which a receiver
there, society suffers when he is was appointed pursuant to enreleased.
forcement of the Maryland
One concept and rationale of Securities Act.
plea bargaining has been that the ,
During the same period , paraccused knows whether he is alle l ac ti ons were brought
guilty and is therefore in a better against California Commodity
position than the jury to assess options firms by the the
his guilt. This is not necessarily California Commiss ioner of
true. Suppose, (as was pointed Corporatio ns and by the SEC.
out in the N.Y. Times Magazine ' On March 5, the SEC filed a
supra), that a case involves a complaint against Goldstein,.
situation where a person is Sam uelson, Inc. , the country's
confronted with two attackers largest commodity option firm,
both armed and he manages to seeking both injunctive relief
get one gun away, runs, is fired
and the appointment of a reupon, returns the fire and causes ceiver, Although a hearing on
injury. There is no question as to
the complaint is still pending,
whether the accused knows he ,
the SEC has encount ered some
fired the gun; but did he act '
"reasonably," could he have for more courts to give careful
"retreated in complete safety," attention and improve the
\Vas he actinv. with a "reckless antiquated prisons. Even if
disregard for human life," or was money were to come, the change
"criminally
negligent,"
he
over in facilities would still take
"These are the ' types of time.
questions which the penal law :
Law students not oilly should
makes relevant to whether or
not the defendant is guilty of help in the procedure, but can
do so at a time when an inmate
.issault at all and if so, to what)
:needs them. This crucial time is
degree." There is no reason to
after conviction when he needs
believe that if the defendant
to be informed about motions
pleads guilty in return for a for new trial, appeals; review and
lesser sentence, he has decided reconsideration of sentence. By
these intricate issues and done so giving the prisoner a link
with more ability than a jury between the prison and the
would have done.
courts, such involvement may
It is naive to hope for any serve to ease some of the ,
immediate relief in the situation. existing hatred caused by plea
The Qenal system needs IT1ont<y bargaining.

difficulty in persuading the U.S.
District Court that it has jurisdiction over the matter.
In a similar action against
World Wide Commodity Options, Inc., the California Corporations Commission was unable to obtain an injunction and
appointment of a receiver. The
Los Angeles Superior Court
indicaied that the state securities officia ls would need a trial
on the merits of their argument
before the court would rule that
commodity options constitute
securities.
When asked to explain the
co nflicting results in Maryland
and Ca lifornia, Mr. Shapiro attributed the success of his
effo rts to the "element of surprise." Within five days after the
first concrete complaint was received by his office, First Federated's operat ions were enjoined and its assets turned over
to the conservator.
In contrast, California officials chose to conduct admin istrative investigations for a
three week period prior to taking formal actio n. When they
eventua lly sought court action,
they were appa rently un able to

establish sufficient facts to support a finding that the options
being sold were securities.
In Maryland, the state's case
was strengthened by the presence of a statement in a First
Federated booklet that the company was the issuer of the options, together with a statement
that the firm guaranteed the options. In fact, no evidence has
been produced to show that tlte
firm could back up the 0",, __
sold. Therefore , any profi ts
earned by investors were paper
profits on Iy . As Mr. Shapiro observed, "clients of the company
were purchasing nothing more
for their investments than a
piece of paper and a dream."
Arguably , further regulation
of the commodity opt ions
industry can best be handled by
ot her regulatory agencies, such
as the Commodity Exchange
Authority on a Federal level.
Nevertheless, the Maryland
precedent has shown securities
regulation to be a viable and effective vehicle for investor-consumer protection. Let the seller
beware.
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State's Attorney Clinical Internship
~y

Richard Cremin
the
In
keeping ' with
reactionary spirit of the times,
contemporary students of the
'law recognized the inherent
limitations of a total casebook
oriented system and encourated
depart
legal
educators to
radically from such traditional
aeademic discipline. Law schools
capitulated and called upon the
legal profession to meet its
responsibilities ' in the pragmatic
development ·of prospective
attorneys. As a result of their
mutual efforts, the clinical
approach to legal education was
conceived
and subsequently
integrated into standard law
school curricula.
In the summer of 1971', this
writer conferred with Milton B.
Allen, State's Attorney for
Baltimore City, concerning the'
potenflal for implementing a
student
prosecutor
clinical
program at the University of
.-ffaltimore School of Law. Mr.
Allen and his staff complied and
in the fall of that year, the
State's Attorney Legal Intern
Program was established.
The fundamental thesis of
the internship is to afford the
student who has fostered an
interest in the criminal justice
system an opportunity to
as
an
integral
function
component in the complex
seq uence of events that progress
from arrest to trial. The program
is structured in · two phases.

Initially, the, student is assigned
:to' a supervising attorney in the
Pre-Trial
Division
and
is
entrusted with the critical
responsibility of coordinating
the numerous variables that will
ultimately formulate the State's
case. Indictments and criminal
informations must be verified;
witnesses and arresting officers
must be summoned; grand jury
minutes must be evaluated to
ascertain key wi~nesses and
testimony; preliminary motions
of discovery and suppression
after
must
be
answered
meticulous factual and legal
analysis; and evidence must be
carefully weighed for materiality
and probative force against the
essentials of the crimes to be
proven. Although such tasks lack
the 'dramatic flair and intrigue of
criminal
litigation,
their
significance should be readily
the
prosecuting
manifest;
attorney must be fortified with
the necessary data to consider
alternate legal actions, such as
plea ' bargaining, nolle pro's,
continuance, or trial.
Once the intern has managed
the intricacies of Pre-Trial work,
he is re-assigned to a prosecuting
attorney in the Trial Division for
the balance of the semester. At
the outset, his activities will be
basically confined to observation
of trial techriiq ues of opposing
counsel and some limited
research assistance. When the

student has assimilated the
fundamental
scheme
of
courtroom procedure, he is
ready to assume ' the role of
public prosecutor under Rule 18
of the Court of Appeals; which
authorizes a third year law
student to appear in court and
prosecute criminal cases under
the direction and control of a
supervising attorney.
The challenge is formidable.
For approximately two weeks
before trial date, the intern
struggles to organize the State's
caSe, initially relying on reports
from the Pre-Trial Divison. The
inherent limitations of these
reports become readily apparent,
since the majority of witness
statements
and
evidence
compiled from the arrest and
grand jury proceedings that
occurred many months previous.
Consequently, the student must
personally
mterview
key
witnesses, arresting officers and
expert witnesses to ascertain the
true merits of the State's
position. These pre-trial witness
oonfrontatiens are . extremely
significant, since elements of the
charged crime in the majority of
cases are proven by testimony 'of
facts
at
trial.
A
prior
comprehensive knowledge of
such facts will facilitate proof at
trial, ·and spare the novice tqe
embarrassment
of
eliciting
damaging testimony or of a
judgment of acquittal for'failure

to establish a prime facie case: their leading nature. He refrains
Other relevant evidence must be from objecting to defense
evaluated and coordinated. Arty counsel's statements for lack of
omission •• times, places, dates, grounds to support it. His ~
descriptions, weather reports, are deaf to witness testimony
medical reports, photographs, during direct examination, for'
prior criminal records, etcetera, his senses are busy formulatingi
etcetera, etcetera • • may subsequent questions. Witnesses
ultimately frustrate the search fail to appear or they alter their'
for truth.
testimony. Arresting officers
Shortly before trial, all the neglect to consult their reports
accumulated data must be and often contradict their~l
coordinated. Witnesses must be testimony. Motions to suppress
ordered so that their testimony evidence are offered and the'i
establishes a logical pattern of legal issues argued. The evidence
criminal
activity.
Concrete is weighed, a verdict is rendered '
evidence must be scheduled to and the ordeal has terminated.'
be introduced at the point where
it will fortify testimony. The
intern must anticipate the nature
of defense counsel's cross
examination and be prepared to
on
confront
discrepancies
redirect.
Substantive
and
procedural laws of trial advocacy
must be reviewed to meet the
challenges of direct and crQss
examination ,
objections,
grounds
for
objections,
impeachment of witnesses, and
the introduction of evidence.
The trial date: confrontation,
doubt, fear, anxiety, impotence,
sweat, butterflies. At this stage,
all pride, confidence, learning
and preparation succomb to the
intern's dearth of experience. He
articulates questions to the State
witnesses, but is met with
sustained objections because of

'MAKING BOOK'
-

"'The Cities"

\

\

.

On Saturday November 11,.
while persuing the postmortems
on the Democrats, I cam across a
page I story in The New York
Times on the City of Newark
looking into possible bankruptcy
proceedings. To me, this was
astounding. I:d never given any
thought to a city declaring
bankruptcy. But why shouldn't
a city that has been constantly '
losing revenues,
rife with
inefficiency and scanaal, not
suffer the same fate · as any
corporation guilty or' the same
thing.
The one thing that bothered
me so · !1luch was whether
Newark is an aberration or ahead
of every other city by ten years?
My own fel!ling is that Newark is
ahead of the game. One day,
historians looking back on the
Twentieth Century may credit
man with two things in this
period:
creating
the
superhighway and destroying the
city.
In its Autumn, 1972 issue,
Horizon telescopes in on the city
with ~hree articles: "How Man
Invented the Cities" by . John
Pfeiffer, "Proust's Paris" by
Sanche de Gramont, and ' "An
Urban
CiVilization
Without
Cities" by Professor Irving
Kristol.
The Pfeiffer piece chiefly
knocked out some of my
favorite predilections on nomadic
man. The first icon to be shot
down was nomadic man's
struggle for survival. I always
had the concept of survival as a
full time travail with the spector
of constant death in the forms
of saber tooth tigers, disease,
starvation, or other marauding

groups
of
nomads.
Unfortunately, it just wasn't so.
o.
.Our
preagricultural
ancestors were quite healthy,
and
regularly
quite
safe,
obtained all the food they
needed. And they did it with
time to bum. As a rule, the job
of collecting food, animal and
vegetable, required no more than
a three hour day, or a
twenty-one hour week ... "
It seems that there were more
cradles of civilization than just
the Nile River valley, the Indus
valley, the Tigris, and Euphrates.
rher~ are at least three other
areas- or Mesoamerica: sOUtluiaSt·
Asia, and the Near East as areas
of early settlements.
To a great extent, the end of
the last Ice Age put a ~to p to
nomadism. The melting of the
glaciers, " . . ,released enough
water to raise the world's oceans
250 to 500 feet, to flood
. previously
exposed
coastal
plains, and create shallow bays
and estuaries and marshlands.
Vast numbers of fish and wild
fowl made use of the new
environments and the extra
resources permitted people to
obtain food without migrating
seasonally. In other words,
people ex.pended less energy,
and life became that much
the
beginning,
easier;
in
anyway."
With the settlements came
the hierarchies, bureacracies,
population pressures, diseases,
crime waves, wars, and even
trade problems. The settlement
of Susa in Southwest Iran was
located near tar pits and had a
thriving exchange with its in
dealing asphalt for flint. No

Yet the experience was'
prod uctive.
The
intern'
effectively orchestrated some!,
significant achievements during'
the trial. Diligent work inf
subsequent trials will eliminate
many errors and omissions.:
Experience
will
facilitate
assimilation of the art of
advocacy. Most significantly, the
student of law has professionally
matured in a unique learning 1
environment. The value of such'
a
pragmatic
discipline . is;·
inestimable, and mandatory for '
any law student contemplating
criminal ';tigation.
Ed. Note: Mr. Cremin is a senior
law student and is presently an ,
intern with the State's Attormey
Baltimore City.

II

by Robert Baylu'cs- - word is given on wage or price
controls.
Of the three articles, Sanche
de Gramont, author of The
French Portrait of a People, is
the- weakest. It deals more with
the
characters in Proust's
Remembrances of Things Past
than the city of Paris at the turn
of the century. There is a
portfolio of pictures of Paris and
its people taken at the time of
Proust by Eugene Atget that is
most fascinating.
Professor
Kristol's articl~
sounds the death knelfTor the
cities as we know them.
According to the professor, a
city's existence can be traced to
three
possible
reasons:
economic-commercial,
political-administrative,
and
cultural-intellectual. In all cases,
if the city is not dead, it is surely
gasping for breath.
The Census Bureau has stated
. that 70% of Americans .live in
the cities. But the Census Bureau
considers an area a city if 2,500
people live there. If the Census
Bureau considered a city to have
100",000 inhabitants, the figure
would plummet to 30%.
There have been two shifts
going on in America. The flfSt is
a shift from the rural areas to,
the cities of poor looking for
jobs. The second has been a shift
of the middle and upper middle
class fro m the cities to the
suburbs. The result has been a
steady draining of the economic
base of the city. With the
relocation of the population,
businesses - once exclusively the

province of the city - are now
moving to the suburbs.

t\s _ for
the
politicaladministratIve pillar of the city,
it is disintegrating. From almost
every angie, it is under assault.
The services are ' not being done
or handled ineffjcIently-at ' best~
This problem ranges from police
protection to not picking up the
garbage.
One example of the decline
in cultural related· activities in
the city is the movement of tl).e
new sports complexes. Although
not to be confused with the
Lincoln Center ,or. the 10hn F.
Kennedy
Center
for
the '
Performing Arts, sports is
probably the most attended
community event in America. i
The Dallas Cowboys are playing
in Irving, Texas; and the Giants
are moving to New Jersey.'
Sometime in the next year or so, 1
the Bullets will move to Largo, .,
Maryland; and the M~ts have
been playing in Flushing, New
York for several years. There are '
more examples.
There is no sumple answer to
the plight of the cities, if there is'
an answer at all. Professor'
Kristol feels that we are moving,
toward a civilization without
cities. At the wry least, the role
of the cities is being r,edefined.
With the spector of Newark.
declaring
bankruptcy, there
ought to be some soul searching'
by the American people on just
what they expect to receive an~ :
give t~e city before every Iarll¢"
city becomes a Newa~
,
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Bill 136
Seat Belt
Question
On March 23 I addressed a ,
letter to all the delegates for my
district in opposition to the
Senate Bill 136, making failure
to
wear
seat
belts
a
misdemeanor both for drivers
and passengers,with a fineof $25
and a point for the driver, and ,
on Tuesday, April 3, I went
down to Annapolis and testified
in opposition to it before the
House Committee on Constitutional and Administrative
Law,
In both my letter and my,
testimony I made the point that;
the bill was an unconscionable'
restriction on human liberty,1
whether an unconstitutional
restriction or not', that it was an
attempt to institute yet another
victim-less crime when we have
enough of them already, and,
further, that its sole effect
would be to give the police, ilJ
urban communities such as
Baltimore particularly, yet
another gimmick with which to
harrass the young, the poor they
pass along the streets and highways of our city in the form of
being stopped merely for spot
identify checks, Such stoppings
would then become worth
while, since they probably
would neglect or refuse to wear
the belts and would thus
become subject to a $25 fine, a
big sum for' a student, indeed a
big sum for myself.
This last argument seemed
not to have occurred to the
delegates and made quite an impression on them,
Proponent testimony was
primarily on the admitted advantages accruing from whether
seat belts , though they also
likened this bilL to that
" f ov i din!! [QLCJlffiOJllsDLv...cras.b.:
helmets tor motorcyclists, which
the Supreme CO,urt recently
he Id co nstitutionaL
I. concluded my testimony by
stating that, if any legislation on
this subject in addition to that
already in the Motor Vehicle
Code was desirable, which I
questioned, then I suggested the
elimination of the criminal
provision ffom the bill and the substitution of a provision
making failure to wear belts
comparative (but not contributory) negligence, to the exten t that evidence should
disclose that such failure
proximately contributed to
plaintiffs injuries,
Maurice C. Pi~coffs, Jr.
law librarian

Sk.riackings
Recently there has been much
con troversy over the searches
and seizures taking place at the
531 airports in this country, In
accordance with the Presidential Directive of January 31.
1973, all carry-on luggage must
be searched and all boarding
passengers must pass through
magnatometers (metal detectors) without a hot reading, before they will be permitted to '
'board, The exclusive purpose of
these searches is to discover any
dangerous weapons that might
be used by a poten tial skyjacker
to hijack a plane, or extort'
money from an airline. Since'
the aforementioned measures,
have gone into effect, successful
skyjackings have been reduced '
from 9% to 32 % , at the eild of
1972, These figures are expected to drop even lower in
1973.
I feel, the menace of
'skyjacking and the awesome
threat to human ofe , far outweight the few moments of
inconvenience it takes to search
a small suit case, or handbag for
weapons. Thus, these airport

ForUIn Sports
by Tom Grotton
raves about Earl Monroe's of·
of Earl Monroe, who has hadl Meminger and Jerry Lucas each
fensive output, and Willis Reed
two years to work himself into
contributed heavily, and at not
being "back", it was Frazier
time did they hurt the Knicks
Dick Barnett's starting spot. As
who made sure the Knicks were
while being in the game. It is
a result the Kn ick players have
always in control. Whatever the
obvious an d oft repeated, that a
had five years to adjust to each
situation called for, he did good 8-man team will beat
other's style of play and to the
rebound , play defense, harass
agood 5-man team, and this
pressure of the playoffs.
the Bullet guards into losing the
what the Bullets were in the
Monroe has adapted his style to
ball, set up plays, and shoot - he
playoffs - a 5 -m an team,
that of the other Knicks, being
was a leader in every category.
Although . the Bullet ben ch may
found to play defense or face
He did everything but move the
not be the most impressive in
the alternative of sitting on the
the N.B.A, - it could at least ' Bullets to Largo. Everytime the
bench, and Monroe himself has
Bullets seemed to close the gap
provide some rest for the starextensive playoff experience ters, Phil Jackson is the type of to within range of tying or
three years with the Bullets, and
player that Stan Lowe can play ' going ahead, Frazier would
now two years with the
bring the ball up court, and ef·
head to head. It is well known
Knickerbockers. The Bullets in
that Flynn Robinson can score, fortlessly throw up his lean·
essence are a new team, ' with
back jumper. swish it , smile·
and it is obvious th'at Kevin
Elvin Hayes being acquired this
Porter makes things happen. just enought to dishearten the
year; Archie Clark returning at
Bullets, Although it was a team
mid-year having been with the· Yet none of these players were
effor which shot down the
.t eam on Iy one year; Mike Rior- , used because Coach Gene Shue
Bullets, it was Clyde who kept
felt his starters were "better
dan beginning his first season as
the team together, and in froflt.
equipped" to play defense,
a full time starter; Phil Chenier
The way the Knicks ar~
Maybe so, but no one can play .
just coming off his rookie year
playing and with the Celtics,.
hustling defense for 48 minutes,
(at which time he would have
Bucks, and Lakers faltering (all
especially against the tough
been a senior at the University
at 2-2 at this writing) it is likely
Knicks, who themselves admitof California); Wes Unseld
the Knicks can take it aiL
ted, after the first game, that the
being the only Bullet who has
And the Bullets? - they aren't
Baltimore starters seemed tired
been on , the team or in the
dead. The Bullets are a young
in the fourth quarter. The subplayoffs any length of time.
team and a talented team,
stitutes could do no worse than
Thus the KnicKs being more
They'll have all summer to
the exhausted starting 5, after
familiar with each other's style
of play and to the playoff all the Knicks scored over 100 ,think about the playoffs and all
next season to work together in
points in three of the four
situation, were better able to
order to jell by playoff time,
games they won, and possibly,
adapt and adjust to the varied
They will be back, and if
the wood warmers could hve
circumstances which each game
everyone .plays with the detersparked a much needed
presented.
I
searches and seizures may well
mination of Mike Riordan, the
The Bench, for New York - Baltimore rally.
be found to be vaJjd and not in '
Bullets can take it all - next
,As for Walt Frazier, he Is the
possible as capable, as the starvio lation of our 4th Amendyear,
ters. Phil Jackson, Dean ' Knickerbockers, Despite the
ment protections.

Goodbye Bullets - from
Baltimore and the playoffs, The
New York Knickerbockers
defeated the Bullets four out of
five games enabling the Bullets
to return to the playgrounds
this summer to prepare for their
debut next year in Largo ,
Maryland,
a
suburb
of
Washington, D,C.
Before the playoffs began the
Bullet-Knick series appeared to
be one of the most appeal ing or'
the playoff aiignments
although ' some good basketball
did sneak into the series, the
games themselves were a disappointment (more for Baltimore
than New York) for note one of
them was close, the games being
won by margins of 12,20,7,8,
and 10 points, The reason for
the failure of this matchup to
produce the anticipated excitement, and to go the limit of
seven games is threefo Id. Firstly, the Knicks had the edge in
experience, in regard to team
cohesiveness and playoff experience, Secondly, the Bullets
lacked a suitable bench, and,
thirdly, Walt Frazier.
Experience - the Knick star·
ters have been playing together i
since 1968, with the exception ,
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If you haven't already registered with
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: ~trn't miss the opportunity to prepare for the July Bar with the

Fantastic
Stude-nt
and
Faculty
Discounts

experts.

Applications are still available in all 3 of the follow-

ing courses:

ON
Goodyear Tires
Gates Tires
Recapped Tires
Monarch Tires

MODERN--BAfl 'REVIEW

1.

A 10 week Spring c~urse in Baltimore which starts
,April 24th. This course meets Tuesday and Thursday
evenings 7-10 pm. and Saturday mornings 9-1.

2.

A e week Summer course in Baltimore starting June 6th.
This course will meet Monday through Friday, 7-'10 pm.

3.

A 6 week course in Washington D.C. starting June 9th~
This course will meet Monday through Friday 6:30-9:30
p.m. and Saturday mOrnings 9-12:30, at the new Georgetown Law Center, 600 New Jersey Ave.

Total fee including books - $185.00. Approved for Veterans
Benefits. All courses are live with taped replay sessions.

-

Don't wait any longer - Our space is limited. To insure ' your place,
tear off the bottom of this page and return it to Modern with your
check for $25.00.

auto repairs
Brakes
Alignment
Tune-Up
Grease & Oil Change
Shock Absorbers
Mufflers
Anti-Freeze
Wheels

Please enroll me in:
_ _ The Baltimore Spring Course
The Baltimore Summer Course
rhe Washington Summer Course

====

I have enclosed $25 to hold my place.
______________________~---- (Name)

Served Credit Plans A vai/able

(Current

Paul

Address)

Schnitzer
Tire Co.

(Day phone)
Mail today to:

MODERN BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC.
1416 Io4IE:ACAHTlLI[ .ANI(. ntUaT eUILDIHD

1027
39
Hillen St.
539 - 5390

MUST BRING T-HIS
AD WITH YOU

..

